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Introduction

No executive summary is included in this report because the main issues andfind-

ings are summarised in sections 4 and 5. For readers wishing to efficiently cap-

ture the results of the study, our advice 1s to refer directly to these sections. How-

ever, it is pointed out that to do this the reader will miss out upon the deepness of

the experience described in sections 2 and 3, and that without this the analysis that

underlies the summary and lessons contained in sections 4 and 5 will lack full

meaning.

Purpose of the Study

On 3" and 4" November 1998 the Government of Ethiopia and representatives of

Donoragencies, active in education and health sectors in Ethiopia, held extensive

consultations at Debre Zeit (this meeting is hereafter referred to as Debre Zeit

II). This marked the culmination of a preparation process which had led to the

development ofthe Ethiopian Education Sector Development Programme (ESDP).

The ESDPisthefirst five-year phase of a 20-year programmeaimedat increasing

access, improving quality, increasing effectiveness, achieving equity and expand-

ing financeat all levels of education within Ethiopia.

Forthe institutions and individuals involved in the ESDPpreparation, the plan-

ning process was fundamentally different from their previous experience. It cov-

ered all sub-sectors of education within Ethiopia from primary throughto tertiary.

All donors! actively participating in education in Ethiopia were eventually involved

with the preparation of this programme. The cooperation and coordination be-

tween all interested parties and the strong leadership and ownership demonstrated

by the Government of Ethiopia constituted a singular set of preconditions. From

beginningto end the preparation ofESDP documents and plans was mainly carried

out by Ethiopian authorities and agencies. Donor support, in the shape of multi-

donor technical assistance missions, was providedto assist and advise in this pro-

cess, but not to controlit.

Throughoutthe preparation there was a growing consensus, expressed by many

participants, that there were important lessons being learnt, and that these were

worthy of recording for the benefit of others involved in similar exercises in the

future. Several participants towards the end of the preparation period raised the

idea of systematically recording and assessing the process.

 

1. Throughout this document we adopt the convention of using the term ‘donor’ to refer to all

funding agencies, even thoughinstitutions such as the developmentbanksare notstrictly speak-

ing donors.



This report records the results of a self-assessment of the ESDP preparation

by all those who were involved mostclosely. The study wascarried out in a par-

ticipatory fashion in order to provide all participants—Ethiopian stakeholders,

donor representatives and consultants—an opportunity to reflect and contribute

their views on the design and preparation ofthe ESDP. Our aim has beento tap this

collective experience and attempt to draw lessons andprinciples relevant for fu-

ture preparation and implementation of sector development programmes. More

specifically, the aim of the study has been to:

¢ record the preparation process of ESDP;

¢ identify those conditions special to the Ethiopian experience and those which

might apply more generally;

¢ identify and reflect on the positive aspects gained in Ethiopia;

¢ identify and reflect on the most important unresolved issues or areas con-

ceived as problematic arising form the ESDP preparation process;

¢ draw lessons andprinciples that might be valuable for future development of

the ESDP in Ethiopia, or other sector development programmes elsewhere.

In a broaderperspective, we note that existing analyses of sector development

programmes (SDPs)or sector investment programmes (SIPs), whether in educa-

tion or in other sectors’, have typically been more concerned with the aims and

principles that characterise the sector wide approach,rather than with an analysis

of experience gained in preparation of such programmes. These analyses are thus

more focused on the structures and formal procedures designed for the imple-

mentation of SDPs than on the micro-level processes, largely unplanned and unre-

corded, through which the programmes have been designed. Some papersthat take

stock ofthe experience gained with SDPs, particularly in the health sector, do pay

greater attention to the issues at micro-level (Cassels & Janovsky 1997, Pavignani

& Durao 1998, Oxford Policy Management 1997). The former Minister of Edu-

cation of Ghana (Sawyerr 1997), writing for ADEA,also gives an account of the

micro-level processes involved in moving towards a sector wide approach, from

an insider’s point of view. The study ofthe ESDP preparation in Ethiopia 1s thus a

contribution to this relatively neglected area of analysis.

The preparation process in Ethiopia was characterised by flexibility and

context-sensitivity. We believe that this approach significantly contributed to the

positive achievements of the process. Consequently, the aim of this study is not to

provide a blueprint for preparing other ESDPs,but rather to highlight general prin-

ciples and issues that might prove of importance.

A self-assessment by people who were intensively involved in ESDP prepara-

tion obviously has one major shortcoming—that of being subjective and circum-

scribed in its perspective. We acknowledge that an independent evaluation by “out-

siders” would be more objective. However, it is our view that there are valuable

insights and reflections that can only be contributed by participants in the process,

 

2 For example: Jones 1997, Okidegbe 1997, Cassels 1997, Education Experts ofthe EU 1997, DANIDA

1998,
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and that these are equally important in understanding the positive achievements,

and identifying different approaches which might have facilitated further achieve-

ments.

Finally, it is important to note that many of the ideas for improving the pro-

cess, includedin this document, were generated with the luxury ofhindsight. Many

conclusions that have become obviousin retrospect were either not discernible or

not sufficiently developed to actualise during the preparation process.

Conduct of the Assessment

The methodology used during the assessment combinedseveralparallel data gath-

ering approaches aimed at facilitating contributions from all participants in the

ESDPpreparation.

The viewsof the Ethiopian stakeholders were mainly gathered through inter-

views, conducted duringvisits to the Regions or in Addis Ababa.In all, representa-

tives of eight Regional Education Bureaux (REBs) were interviewed, either indi-

vidually or in small groups. A pre-selected list of questions (Annex 1) was used as

a basis for structuring these interviews. However, interviewees were actively en-

couraged to raise issues that they themselves found most relevant, even if these

fell outside of this pre-designed agenda. Three regions could not be directly con-

tacted, and these were sent the list of questions and invited to respond in wniting.

One out of the three contributed through written answers. Three group discus-

sions were also organised with representatives of the Central institutions:—one

for the representatives of the PMO, another for the representatives of the PPD of

the MOE,and a third for the representatives of other departments ofthe MOE and

the central education institutions (CDR, EMA, NOEetc’). These discussions used

the same interview format as for the Regions.

The views of the technical specialists and donor representatives who partici-

pated in the three Joint Donor Technical Assistance Missions were also sought.

For this purpose, the list of interview questions, used with the Ethiopian stake-

holders, was modified slightly. Some were interviewedin person, and others were

invited to contribute in writing. Altogether, 16 out of the 34 TA mission members

provided their comments and views.

A one day Donor Forum was held in Addis Ababa in November 1998 immedi-

ately following the Debre Zeit II] meeting. Eighteen representatives of 10 differ-

ent international development agencies participated. A senior MOErepresenta-

tive took part as an observer. All participants had either already been involved in

ESDPpreparation or will be closely involved with the implementation ofthe ESDP

in the future. The Donor Forum wasdivided into group discussions and plenary

sessions. Group discussions were conducted according to a pre-designed agenda

 

3 A full list of Central Institutions and their acronymsare given at the beginning of this document.
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that focused on lessons learnt from the ESDP preparation process, and unresolved

issues affecting its eventual implementation. In addition, brainstorming during

plenary discussions generated ideas and contributed to further development of the

framework for the assessment. In particular, as a direct result of a suggestion made

at the Donor Forum, it was decided to commission a study to explore the pro-

cesses which led to the decision to embark upon the preparation of an ESDP. This

study covered the period from the 1994 Education and Training Policy andStrat-

egy by the Government of Ethiopia, to the presentation of the ESDP proposal

document at Consultative Group meeting in 1996 (see Annex 2).

A draft of this report was circulated to selected participants for comment and

several important points were raised which contributed significantly to the final

report.

Contents of the Report

A condensed factual description of the ESDP preparation process is given in sec-

tion 2 of the report. It describes the organisation and phases of the preparation

mainly based on existing documentation. Section 3 reports on the different, at

times conflicting, perceptions of the process as viewedbyits participants. These

are drawn from the results of the interviews, written feedback and discussions

with the participants at the Donor Forum. Section 4 summarises achievements so

far in the ESDP process in Ethiopia, and describes the main unresolvedissues.

Finally, section 5 contains the lessons and principles that emerge from the study,

for the implementation and further development ofthe ESDP in Ethiopia, and—as

far as possible—for other ESDPs in Africa.

A. @ PREPARATION OF THE EDUCATION SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMEIN ETHIOPIA



Description of the ESDP

Preparation Process

Principle Events in the Preparation

The ESDP preparation can be divided into three phases, each of which include

several significant events. These are listed below:

Initiation Phase

1994 ¢ Education and Training Policy and Strategy prepared by the

Government of Ethiopia

¢ Education Master Plan (20 yrs) prepared by MOE

¢ Short-Term Education Plan (Syrs): Major Intervention with

Focus on Primary Education prepared by MOE

1995 ¢ Education Sector Investment Programmeprepared by an Ethio-

pian consultant assigned by the PMO

Dec, 1996 ¢ Submission of ESDP to Consultative Group meeting in Addis

Ababa

March, 1997 + Debre Zeit I: “Government-Led Workshop on Ethiopia Social

Sector Investment Programsand Indicative Budget Support by

Donors”

Mission Phase

May, 1997 ¢ First Jomt Donor Technical Assistance Mission

Sept-Oct, 1997+¢ Second Joint Donor Technical Assistance Mission

Jan, 1998 ¢ Study on “Implementing Sector Development Programmes in

Ethiopia”

Feb, 1998 ¢ Third Joint Donor Technical Assistance Mission - First draft

of Programme Action Plan (PAP)

Post Mission Phase

May, 1998 ¢ Study on “Harmonising Requirements and Procedures among

Potential Funding Agencies Supporting Education and Health

Sector Development Programmes in Ethiopia” focusing on

monitoring, reporting, reviews and evaluations

Sept, 1998 ¢ Study on “Financial Reporting System on the Use of Donor

Funds” - First complete version of PAP

Oct, 1998 ¢ Programme Implementation Manual (PIM)

Nov, 1998 ¢ Debre Zeit II: “ESDP / HSDP GovernmentofEthiopia / Donor

Consultations”



A commonfeature throughout the different phases was the strong leadership

asserted by the Government of Ethiopia. The three phases differ from each other

in terms of donor involvement, and in terms of level of donor coordination. The

initiation phase led to the development of a national policy and strategy, with ac-

tive participation by Ethiopian institutions, but minor involvement of the donor

community. The mission phase was characterized by intensive Government-donor

cooperation, and active, coordinated participation of the whole donor community

led by the WB.All donorsalso participated in the post-mission phase but in com-

parison to the mission phase, coordination within the donor community waslooser.

During this phase the Government and the WB worked closely together to fulfill

the conditions for the USD 100 million IDA credit. This work included prepara-

tion of the first complete version of the PAP, production of the PIM and develop-

ment of the financial management system. Preparations for a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU)werealso initiated by Sida and, while this process was in1-

tially open to all donors, a new sub-group emerged which wasparticularly inter-

ested in assisting the MOU to address the issues outstanding in relation to dis-

bursement through Governmentstructures (“Channel 1” funding). WB and ADB

did not participate in drafting of the MOU.

Parallel Preparation of the Health Sector Development
Programme (HSDP]

In parallel to preparation of the ESDP, the Ethiopian Government wasalso under-

taking the preparation of a Health Sector Development Programme (HSDP). Many

major Government/Donor meetings, and all of the supporting studies and design

work for implementation, were shared by ESDP and HSDP. The ESDPpreparation

was scheduled to proceed a step ahead of the HSDP, and as a result many impor-

tant lessons learned in the ESDP work were able to be immediately reflected in

the HSDP.

Education Sector Review and Studies by the Policy
and Human Resources Development Project (PHRD)

The bulk of the analysis that preceded the preparation of the ESDP was produced

and facilitated by the Policy and Human Resources Development (PHRD)project.

This project was carried out in collaboration between the Government and the WB

and was funded by a Japanese Governmentgrant. The PHRD project was a reaction

to the need for accurate and comprehensive information in health, population and

education to create the basis for implementing changesin the social sectors. The

studies developed by the project generated primary data through household, instt-

tutional and community surveys, and combined this with secondary data from

© © PREPARATION OF THE EDUCATION SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMEIN ETHIOPIA



central and regional institutions and previous studies. The majority of the work

wascarried out by local staff and consultants, with some assistance from interna-

tional consultants. Altogether nine separate education sector studies were pro-

duced by the PHRD,including the following topics:

¢ Access to and supply of educational facilities,

¢ Demandand supply of educational manpower: Alternative scenarios,

¢ Private and social returns to education,

¢ Demographic analysis and population projections,

¢ Household demandand schooling,

¢ The role of NGOs andprivate sector in social services delivery,

¢ Cost and financing of education,

¢ Community consultation and participatory development, and

¢ Cost effectiveness of key inputs in education.

Initiation Phase

A detailed description of the initiation phase 1994—96 is included in the full re-

port ofthe Ethiopian experts in Annex2. It describes the background ofthe ESDP

in the context of the overall situation in Ethiopia and in relation to the general

policies and priorities of the Transitional Government.

The Education and Training Policy of 1994 was the basis for the ESDP. Fol-

lowing this endorsement of the policy, the Ministry of Education commenced

preparation of plans for its implementation. Two plans were prepared in 1994: the

20-year “Education Master Plan” and a 5-year “Short-Term Education Plan: Major

Intervention with Focus on Primary Education”. To carry on the work resulting

from these plans, in 1995, the PMO commissioned an Ethiopian consultant to

prepare a more comprehensive Education Sector Investment Programme. In 1996,

after the Government had approached the World Bank for support in final editing

of the document, the ESDP waspresented to the Consultative Group meeting in

Addis Ababa.

Annex 2 also addresses the reasons why the Government decided to launch a

sector-wide programme instead of adopting a more traditional project based ap-

proach. The Government’s initiative should be seen in the context ofthe economic

liberalisation that had already started to pay dividends, and Ethiopia’s commit-

mentto the global social development strategies simultaneously being discussed

in the ternational arena. The problems in education in Ethiopia were massive,

and isolated projects were felt to provide an inadequate strategy for improving the

situation. The results from evaluations ofdonor supported projects had also pointed

to several short-comings inherent in the project-approach. Finally, the

Government’s cooperation with UNDPin the evaluation ofUNDP’s Fourth Coun-

try Programme, and for preparations for the Fifth Programme, significantly con-

tributed to the perception that a programme-approach mightoffer significant ad-

vantages.
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Mission Phase

Between May 1997 and February 1998, three multi-donor missions visited Ethio-

pia to assist with the preparation of the ESDP. Each of these missions was ap-

proximately 3 weeks in duration and was composed as follows.

¢ Composition of Mission Team

From the outset the Mission team was split into 11 technical components:

¢ Curriculum Development;

¢ Teacher Training;

¢ Distance Education;

¢ Educational Materials;

¢ Examinations and Learning Assessment;

* Non-formal Education;

¢ Technical and Vocational Education;

¢ Tertiary Education;

* Capacity Building;

¢ Civil Works, Equipment and Furnishings;

¢ Education Finance and Economic Analysis.

In addition there were also three cross-cutting components:

¢ Gender;

¢ Monitoring and Evaluation;

¢ Implementation.

The selection of the ESDP components wasoriginally discussed and decided

upon at Debre Zeit I*, and was based upon the new Education and Training Policy.

The components were intended primarily as means of organizing the preparation

dialogue, not to shape the structure or the management of the programme.

Sub-teams of international specialists were engaged to offer technical assis-

tance within each of these components. Interested donors were invited to appoint

specialists to one or more of these sub-teams and to act as lead donor in one

component. The number of donors participating in the ESDP preparation grew

from 11 in the first mission to 15 by the final mission’. As a consequence, the

overall size of the preparation team on each mission was muchlarger than has

been the norm in comparable exercises elsewhere—ranging from 19 on the first

mission to 30 on the third mission. In all 34 technical specialists were involved in

the three missions. Significantly, a core of 12 technical specialists was present on

all three missions and a further 12 were present for two missions. Some of the

 

4, The “Government-led Workshop on Ethiopia Social Sector Investment Programs and Indicative

Budget Support by Donors” washeld in Debre Zeit in March 1997. This is now commonly referred

to as Debre Zeit I.

5. Donors involved in ESDP missions:—World Bank, European Commission, Sida, ADB, UNDP,

UNESCO, UNICEF, DFID (UK), Ministry for Foreign Affairs (Finland), GTZ,Irish Aid, NORAD,

JICA,Italian Cooperation, The Forum for African Women Educationalists.
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donors used their own representatives as technical specialists but for the majority

these specialists were independent consultants hired specifically for the ESDP

and, as such, they were not empowered to act as official representatives of the

donors. The WB in particular included several of its own employeesas active

membersofthe technical teams at various times. Although, many donors chose to

also send their own representatives to act as observers at various points within the

process, this gave the WB comparatively greater influence over the shaping of the

ESDP. Thisstate of affairs was further reinforced because the World Bank also

took on the role of leadership of the preparation missions, at the behest of both

the Governmentand the other donors.

It is worth noting that the large numbersofparticipants inevitably led to lengthy

team meetings.

¢ Composition of the Ethiopian Teams

The Regional Teams
At the Regional level, each region was represented, during relevant mission

events, by up to 4 members of the Regional Education Bureaux. These were usu-

ally the Bureau Head and/or the Head of Planning, plus one or more education

specialists. Clearly, with such small teams, the regions could not match the full

breadth of technical expertise represented in the Mission team and hence hadto

act as “generalists”. This put severe demandsupontheir individual expertise. Some

components such as Technical and Vocational Education were relatively new to

Ethiopia and few REB representatives had knowledgeofthe issues they entailed.

The Central Institutions

At the Centre, dialogue wascarried out at a numberoflevels and with a number

of different institutions and bodies. At a technical level the Mission teams liaised

variously with ICDR, EMPDA, EMA, TESD,and other central education institu-

tions and MOEdepartments. The Implementation and Finance Teams met regu-

larly with their counterparts in the Planning and Project Department (PPD) of the

MOE.Regular policy level discussions were also held between the Mission Team

Leader, the Minister of Education and the Minister in Charge of the Social and

Administrative Sub-sector of the Office of the Prime Minister.

Organisation and Conduct of the ESDP Joint Technical

Assistance Missions

¢ Mode of Operation of the Mission Team
It 1s important to realise that the various sub-teams of technical specialists

were not responsible for the preparation of the ESDP. With the exception of the
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Programme Action Plan (PAP) and Programme Implementation Manual (PIM),

all documents were wholly written by the various Ethiopian stakeholders. The role

of the Mission teams was purely to evaluate the ESDP plans as developed by the

Regions and the Ministry of Education, and to offer assistance and advice where

required. Naturally, they also reported back to their respective agencies to inform

the agency’s decisions on ESDP funding.

¢ Mission 1]

The first mission commenced with a one-day retreat in Addis Ababa: to bref

Mission memberson the background of the ESDP, to further define their tasks, to

present them with first drafts of the five-year plans prepared by the Regions°, and

to carry out preliminary assessment of these. This was followed by a series of

meetings, over a period of 1’2 days, with the various central institutions men-

tioned above. These meetings were essentially investigative in nature and helped

Mission teams to form an initial picture of the existing educational structures.

Following this the Mission teams left Addis Ababa to carry out a series of

three Regional workshops. Thefirst of these was held at Bahir Dar and included

representatives from Amhara, Tigray and Dira Dawa; the second washeld in Awasa

and was attended by representatives from SNNPR, Harari and and Benishangul;

and the third took place in Addis Ababa with Oromia, Addis Ababa, Somali and

Gambella in attendance. The Afar Region was unable to attend any of the three

workshops but their plan was available for mission membersto review.

All three workshops took a similar format: with each Region taking turns to

present its Regional plan, followed by comments and suggestions from Mission

members and representatives from other Regions. In the final session of each

workshop, the regions were given an opportunity to ask general questions of the

team members, including questions concerning their relevant international expe-

riences from other contexts. Each presentation and discussion took approximately

3 hours.

It would be fair to say that the quality ofthe Regional reports varied immensely.

Although there were positive features to be foundin all ofthem, none were judged

ready for appraisal. In the limited discussions following each presentation, Mis-

sion membersattempted to offer ideas and options for improving plans. A general

set of guidelines, for improving both the structure and the content of these plans,

was also developed by the Mission team.

Upon return to Addis, Mission teams revisited the various central bodies to

discuss their findings and pose questions of a more focused nature. At this stage

there was no Central plan outlining the role ofthe central institutions in the ESDP.

Mission Findings
The presentation of the findings for the first mission established the pattern

for the following missions. The Aide-Memoire consisted of a set of general find-

 

6 Notall Regional plans were available atthis stage.
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ings that focused on identification of the best elements of the various Regional

plansfor inclusion byall. Suggestions were also given on elements that were miss-

ing from someof the Regional plans. These elements included:

¢ analysis of the social and economic context in each Region;

* consultation with lower level stakeholders such as teachers, parents and lo-

cal officials;

* consideration of alternative approaches;

* prioritisation of goals and activities;

* capacity building;

¢ risk analysis and clarification of critical assumptions;

¢ development of an implementation plan, within the main plan; and

* more attention to the development and costing of monitoring and evaluation

systems

This list was aimed not only at encouraging Regions to develop their plans

further along manylines, but also to recognise those things that they had already

done well. The list was by no meansexhaustive.

These general findings were followed by more detailed and specific findings

from each of the component teams. Each component team also produceda set of

‘Next Steps’ that were consolidated in the final section of the Aide-Memoire. The

Aide-Memoire was consequently a relatively long document compared to docu-

ments of a similar nature produced elsewhere. However, it should be pointed out

that different sections of the Aide-Memoire were written for different groups of

people and that it was only necessary for a few individuals to be able to take an

overview of the whole document. The level of detail and numberand breadth of

issues raised are such that it would not be useful to try to list them all in this

report.

Atthe end ofthe first mission component-specific general reports were pro-

duced by the team upon return to their own countries. These were then sent to

Ethiopia for onward transmission to interested parties. Unfortunately, during the

second mission it became obvious that many of the regions had not received cop-

ies of these. As a consequence, from the second mission onwards, all reporting

was completed on the spot to provide instant feedback and ensure accessto all.

¢ Mission 2

The second mission commenced with a period of four days in Addis Ababa

during which technical teams again met representatives ofthe Central institutions.

During this period the first draft of the five-year plan of the central agencies was

also presented to the teams.

A full set of comments concerning the Central plan was left behind by the

Mission team, before they travelled to a workshop with the Regions at Debre Zeit.

Prior to their return a number of modifications were made based upon these com-

ments.

The workshop at Debre Zeit lasted for eight days during which the Mission

team met with representatives from all the Regions (Afar included). The make-up
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of the Regional teams wasas before but lessons were learnt from the first mission

and the format of workshop wasradically altered. Over the eight day period, each

technical team met with each Regional team for a period of 3 hours—atotal of 10

x 11 = 110, meetings in all’. These meetings were far more focused than before

and teams were able to examinethe fine details oftheir various components within

each Regional plan. After each meeting, Regions were supplied with written feed-

back, usually by the following morning.

In general, Regional plans had already improvedoutof all recognition from

their first draft and technical discussions centred round the rationale for various

components within the plans, and the various options which had been considered

as alternatives. Regional representatives were extremely receptive to new ideas

and many of these suggestions were later incorporated into their plans. Imple-

mentation and financial discussions centred round the gaps in information, which

would needto be filled before the plans could be fully appraisable.

During this mission, work on the cross-cutting implementation component

commenced. Twoout ofthe three technical specialists in the implementation team

were full time World Bank employees. The scope of this componentincluded:

¢ Governance arrangements: Steering Committee issues and review procedures

(including technical review missions and annual Government/donor review

meetings);

¢ Financial management; and

¢ Procurement.

Immediately after the second ESDP mission, several alternative channels for

disbursement of donor funds (see Figure 1) were presented to the team preparing

the Health Sector Development Programme (HSDP). Identical channels were

adopted for the ESDP and became the subject of discussion during the third mis-

sion.

Mission Findings
The major outstanding issues at this stage concerned financial managementof

the ESDP andits implementation. Although these were eventually developed in

much moredetail later in the process, during this mission they werestill at a very

rudimentary stage. Also mentioned were several other critical issues for consid-

eration by the Ethiopian Government. These included:

¢ Planning with a constrained budget

¢ The need for ToRs defining roles and responsibilities of the Central & re-

gional Steering Committees

¢ Coordination of Ministry and regions

A National Programme Action Plan (PAP) wasalso first suggested during this

mission and a Harmonisation Study, which had been the subject of discussions for

 

7 Neither tertiary education nor learning assessment were included, distance education & non-
formal education were combined and gender was treated as a cross cutting issue 1n all discus-

sions.
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some time, was also formally proposed in the Aide Memoire. Significantly the

need for technical assistance to help Regions prepare their plans wasalso identi-

fied. However, for various reasons, this assistance did not materialise in the pe-

riod between the second andthird missions.

Disbursement Channels

In principle the proposed system for financial flowsis relatively simple and

consists of three so called ‘routes’ or ‘channels’ (see Figure below).

The purest is Channel I, under which donors give their funds directly to the

Government to allocate within the ESDP. Underthis channel the funds pass through

the normal government finance channels.

Under Channel 2 funds pass via Government sector bodies. This option 1s

frequently used by donors to bypass the normal finance bodies where they con-

sider these do not possess sufficient capacity and/or means of accountability.

Channel3 is the traditional donor funding system under which funds are fed

into specially created project and over which donors maintain more or less com-

plete control. Normal Government channels are bypassed completely. Usually

donors appoint their own managers to manage these funds, either internally or

through a management agency.

Figure: Alternative Donor Disbursement Channels
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@¢ Mission 3

The format ofthe third mission largely echoed that of the second mission. The

Mission team spent an initial period of one week in Addis Ababa, where the re-

vised Central plan and the Programme Action Plan (PAP) were presented. The

Central plan had not altered significantly from the second mission and extensive

discussions/workshops were held between the technical teams and their counter-

parts in the Central institutions. These discussions identified some of the remain-

ing gaps in the plan and for the first time, the technical specialists assisted in the

actual drafting of the document. This led to a final plan that was far more detailed

and comprehensive.

The Mission team then travelled to Debre Zeit for a round ofmeetings with the

Regions, organised in a similar format to Mission 2.. Again it was readily apparent

that the Regions had madesignificant progress with their plans and, with the ex-

ception of one or two, were very close to finalising their documents. The focus

during this round of meetings was much more on ensuring that activities were

adequately budgeted and implementation procedures well thought out.

At the end ofthe period in Debre Zeit, a one-day workshop was held to discuss

the PAP. This workshop was attended by the Minister of Education along with of-

ficials from all the concerned central agencies. At this stage, the PAP was in-

tended as a summary description of the ESDP as well as a ‘manual of procedures

for guiding the implementation of the ESDP’.

It is worth noting that the World Bank used this mission to carry out a pre-

appraisal for its own support to the ESDP. The Mission was also joined for the

first time by technical specialists from the European Union, charged with the re-

sponsibility of preparing EU support to the development and production oftext-

books. The technical team dealing with implementation was expanded to include

further specialists hired by other donors.

Mission Findings
After a brief description of the organisation of the third mission, section II of

the Aide Memoiris taken up with a critical review ofthe PAP, and offers extensive

advice and suggestions for improving this. This is further supported by a ten-page

annex with much moredetailed advice on matters such as: the flow of funds,finan-

cial reporting, procurement and governance.It also offers advice on key improve-

ments and raises issues concerning technical assistance and mapping of donor

funds. Comments from the technical teams concerning all sections of the PAP

were also included in this section. In addition there was also a separate annex on

implementation arrangements which pointed out the two distinct uses ofthe PAP:—

to describe the ESDP andto provide guidelines concerning implementation pro-

cedures for the ESDP. It was proposedthat the parts relating to this second func-

tion should be called the SDP Implementation Document(SID). In the event this

later evolved into a separate Programme Implementation Manual (PIM).
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In section HI several outstanding issues and priorities are identified. Of para-

mount importance wasthe fact that it was becoming increasingly apparent that not

all ofthe ESDP objectives might be contained within the planned expenditure ceil-

ing of 12.25 billion Birr. It was becoming increasingly probable that the planned

10% contingency would not be sufficient to cover the cost of price and quantity

contingencies, inflation, and allowances for taxes and duties. It was suggested that

it might be necessary to look for other sources of funding outside the public purse.

The need to build capacity in the form ofstaffing and skill requirements, better

organisational structures and information systems, was also a prime concern. In

particular capacity constraints in technical components such as curriculum devel-

opment, teacher training, monitoring & evaluation, examinations and assessment

and textbook development were considered a serious threat to the eventual suc-

cess of the ESDP. At this point technical assistance was not systematically in-

cluded in the ESDP plans and a recommendation was made that MEDACshould

develop guidelines for the use of technical assistance. Concerns were also ex-

pressed about the extreme lack of capacity of a few disadvantaged regions—Afar,

Somalia, Benishangul and Gambella—to implement the ESDP.

Other major issues included the absence of a textbook policy, the necessity

for the removal of subsidies to EMPDAandthe needfor a strategy to achievethis.

Concerns were also expressed about the way in which Regionshadbeeninstructed

by the MOEto downsize budget estimates by, amongst other things, reducing unit

costs of buildings.

¢ Development of the ESDP Budgets
Throughout the mission phase, there was constant pressure upon the Regions

and the Central agencies from the Mission team to ensure that all activity and

spending was accounted for in their budgets.

There was a problem with the budget ceilings. Although there wasan overall

limit of Birrl2.2 billion, put on the ESDP over the five year period, the Regions

had not been informed what would be their ‘share’ of this. Consequently, they felt

relatively free to first plan all their activities and only then cost them. The only

constraint imposed upon them was to ensure that physical targets were met, e.g.

enrolment, school buildings etc. They were not expected to prioritise the items in

their budget or choose between them. This led to great variation in the amounts

budgeted by Regions, which werenotin proportion to their population, area, sources

of income or any other rational criteria. The main factor influencing the size of

the budget was how imaginative and ambitious the Region had been. This in turn,

wasgenerally reflected by their capacity to plan.

Whenthe figures were belatedly added up, the total of the Regional budgets

alone exceeded the funds available for ESDP, without taking into account spend-

ing at the Central level. At this point, it became necessary to give each Regionits

own budget ceiling based upon a complex formula developed to determine the
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general recurrent and capital budget transfers from Federal to the Regional Gov-

ernments. This resulted in some Regions being asked to scale back their projected

spending. However, they were instructed to achieve this by reducing unit costs

(mostly for school buildings), rather than by cutting areas of spending and activity.

Related to this was the fact that the budgets for operation of the Central agen-

cies were not sufficient and did not coverall the activities that would be necessary

under the ESDP. In particular not enough funds had been allocated to capacity

building activities (and it was not clear where these should be budgeted). Many of

the Central agencies and Regions had not made anyprovisionat all for activities

aimed at monitoring and evaluation of their plans.

There were several other problems which arose. The first concerned the for-

mat of budgets and the classification of capital and recurrent expenditures. Natu-

rally at the outset, the Regions used their normal budgeting format. However, the

Mission team did not consider that these gave sufficient detail or included all

necessary items, and therefore introduced several modifications to the budgeting

format. There were also several areas of confusion about which elements should

be in Regional plans and which elements should be in the Central plan.

Supporting Studies

¢ Nature of the Studies

During 1997-98, three different studies were carried out to support the prepa-

ration of the social sector development programmes. All of these studies dealt

with issues relevant to both education and health sectors. The underlying principle

that justified these studies was that implementation and managementofthe ESDP

and HSDPshould,as far as possible, be based on existing Ethiopian structures and

procedures. These were to be adjusted and further developed to accommodate

donor requirements. The donor-specific guidelines on projects and programmes

were studied to identify the minimum requirements of each donorand to look for

ways of harmonising these procedures. The general objective was to produce an

Ethiopian implementation and management system that would satisfy the require-

ments of all donors. The subsequent burden on Ethiopian institutions would be

consequently lighter compared to the plethora of project-specific management

procedures that the Government would otherwise haveto satisfy.

¢ Study on Implementing Sector Development Programmesin

Ethiopia

The study on Implementing Sector Development Programmes in Ethiopia

(Lister, 1998) was carried out between August 1997 and January 1998. Funding

for the study was provided by DFID / UK, but the work was carried out under

direct supervision of the WB.
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This study established the foundation of the subsequent development of ESDP

governance aspects. The study had two main purposes:

To provide a “mapping”for the institutional frameworks of the SDPs; and

To make recommendations concerning three broad aspects of SDPs, namely

(1) financial management and monitoring; (11) planning and review structures;

and (111) capacity building requirements.

The descriptive part of the study on the results of the “mapping” includes:

An overview of the development of education and health sector development

programmes in Ethiopia as per January 1998;

A description of the overall decision-making structures of the Ethiopian

Government at federal and regional levels, and relations between the centre

and the regions;

A stage-by-stage explanation ofGovernment decision-making and implemen-

tation in policy formulation, planning and budgeting cycle;

A review of various options for aid management with special focus on the

extent to which this has followed or by-passed regular Government channels

and procedures.

Recommendations on Financial Management and Monitoring
The study makes four key recommendations which are summarised below:

(i)

(il)

(iii)

(iv)

It concludes that the basic principle in terms of financial management and

monitoring of Ethiopian SSDPs should be that implementation of the

programmesis not primarily about the disbursement of donor funds but about

Governmentfinancial management. It 1s essential that regardless ofthe chan-

nel used for resource flows,all aid 1s programmedto and accountedfor against

the SDPs.

It recommendsclose coordination between the SSDPsandthe on-going Pub-

lic Investment Programme exercises. A central recommendation is to de-

velop and use commonproject profiles for the Public Investment Programme

and the SDPs.

It highlights the importance of viewing the SSDPsin the wider context ofthe

on-going developmentofthe public expenditure managementsystem.It rec-

ommends that the Government should put forward a “menu of options” to

donors outlining interim arrangements that would systematically aim at even-

tual integration of aid into Government resources.

It emphasises that it is important that the officials responsible for these is-

sues are more closely involved in the development process. These include

officials from, for example: MOF, MEDACandrelevant regionalinstitutions.

Analysis of the Planning and Review Structures
Asits starting point for the analysis of the planning and review structures, the

study takes the view that in a sector-wide programme, management and imple-

mentation arrangements cannot be described in isolation. Rather they need to be
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seen in the context of regular planning, budgeting and implementation structures

and procedures of the Federal and Regional Governments.

In the Ethiopian SSDPs donors are asked to accept less detailed control over,

and involvementin, individual projects in exchange for access to a broader dia-

logue on sector policies, strategies, and expenditure priorities and targets. The

study concludes that to facilitate this it 1s necessary to broadly map the various

structures, forums, key documents and schedules that are involved in SSDP

management, and their relations. One single structure, such as a Steering Com-

mittee, cannot cater for all needs.

While the study indicates that the details of planning and review mechanisms

need to be worked out during the remaining SDP preparation processes, it also

presents ideas and preconditions on how SDP managementcan be madetofit into

existing Government management and budget systems. It also analyses implica-

tions for donor involvement and coordination.

To ensure the macro-economic sustainability of the SSDPs,it is proposed that

their formulation needs to be linked to credible aggregate public expenditure tar-

gets. This implies that SDP planning documentation should be available early enough

to be fed into the budget preparation, and that the Ethiopian fiscal calendar must

be followed. It is also recommendedthat preparation should be part of the regular

Governmentplanning and budget process, not a separate and additional exercise.

A link is made to the wider civil service reform.

To ensure that key decisions on strategies and expenditures in the social sec-

tors in Ethiopia are taken by the mandated Federal and Regional bodies, the study

recommendsthatthe roles ofthe Central and Regional Steering Committees should

be solely consultative. The additional consultative forums that already exist (in-

cluding the annual education conference, the PER process, donor coordination

groups, joint missions etc.) should be used to further strengthen consultations

with a range of stakeholders.

Issues of Technical Assistance and Capacity Building
The point 1s made that even though the need to improve capacity for the man-

agement and implementation of the SDPs in Ethiopia is not disputed, the question

ofhow to achievethis is an issue of continuing controversy. This issue is taken up

in somedetail and various suggestions are madeto resolvethe situation. It is pointed

out that during ESDP preparation the conception of what ‘capacity building’ is,

has been extended to include the developmentof institutional frameworks, staff-

ing and skills, information flows and logistic support. The on-going capacity de-

velopment activities by the Governmentare also briefly reviewed. A useful précis

of the usual purposes of Technical Assistance is also given and differentiates be-

tween four main purposes:

(i) Gap filling: TA required because the recipient agency does notitself have

(enough of) the requisite skills.

(ii) Training: Educational scholarships overseas and training programmesin-

country obviously come into this category, but training may also be one of

the assignments of the TA advisors.
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(iii) Technology transfer/institution building: TA associated with establishment

or reorganisation of an enterprise, process or institution, with the objective

of generating capacity to continue operations without further TA.

(iv) Gate-keeping: where the primary purpose ofTA 1s to ensure that aid, ofwhich

the TA is part, is delivered properly and to the satisfaction of the funding

agency. For example, an aid agency mightinsist on providing a project man-

ager or accountat, even though, in principle, recruitment of external person-

nel is not necessary.

It is pointed out that none of the definitions implies that TA has to be foreign,

and that TApersonnel may be askedto fulfil several ofthe purposes simultaneously.

(Lister, 1998).

Recommendations concerning technical assistance include:

¢ drawing up a short summary of the principles that the Governmentseeks to

apply concerning TA, and to seek donor consensuson these;

* mitigating the factors that frustrate the effective use of TA, e.g. by preparing

long term work programmes, making flexible funding available, developing

durable organisational networks;

* reviewing the implications of the budget offset rule when applied to TA;

¢ developing innovative approaches to reduce capacity demand, e.g.

harmonisation of donor requirements and improved information sharing;

¢ developing criteria for judging adequacy of capacity to be able to better tar-

get capacity building measures;

* systematically encouraging inter-regional cooperation .

¢ Study on Harmonising Requirements and Procedures among
Potential Funding Agencies Supporting ESDP and HSDPin
Ethiopia

Between February and May 1998, a study was carried out on “Harmonising

Requirements and Procedures among Potential Funding Agencies Supporting ESDP

and HSDPin Ethiopia” (Oksanen — Lénnqvist, 1998). The study was financed by

Sida, Sweden.

The overall objective of the study was to contribute towards the development

of harmonised procedures and requirements for monitoring, reporting and evalu-

ation of the ESDP and HSDPin Ethiopia. Its purpose was to produce information,

analysis, ideas and concrete proposals to be used to promote decision making by

concerned agencies and institutions—both in the donor countries and in Ethiopia.

The study describes and compares the procedures and requirements of both the

Government’s and the major funding agencies’. In particular it includes an analysis

of their main similarities and differences and makes suggestion for commonre-

quirements for progress and financial reports, guidelines for monitoring and com-

mon evaluations. It also makes recommendations on the steps needed to achieve

this harmonisation.

Most external funding agencies have developed and published their own guide-

lines for the management of their development interventions. The most obvious
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similarity found by the study is that they are all based on an objective andresults-

oriented management framework—variously known as a ‘Logical Framework’,

‘ZOPP’, ‘Results Framework’, ‘Project Design Matrix’ etc.. It should therefore

be possible for harmonisation to be achieved through the use of an agreed com-

monlanguage.

The differences between the various procedures and requirements of donors

are more diverse and the effects ofharmonisation will therefore vary from agency

to agency. The main conclusions presented by the study include:

¢« The focus of monitoring and reporting varies. Different elements of the

project and programmedesigns are emphasised by different agencies.

¢ The monitoring and reporting schedule of an Ethiopian SDP should follow

the Ethiopian fiscal year. For some external funding agencies this might mean

additional reporting burdens in order to meet the reporting demandsthat are

linked to their own fiscal years.

¢ Inthe past external funding agencies have had a dominantrole in reviews and

independentevaluations carried out in education and health sector in Ethiopia.

In SSDPsthe leading role in these activities should also be with the Govern-

ment. This would mean that funding agencies have fewer opportunities for

affecting the Terms of Reference of reviews and evaluations, selection of

evaluation teams, etc.

Recommendations include:

¢ SDP monitoring and reporting both in education and health sector should

be based on overlapping quarterly and biannual cycles. The quarterly re-

port would mainly serve the day-to-day management at implementation level

and focus on efficiency of implementation. The semi-annual reports would

be the main source of information on the macro-level with a focus on effec-

tiveness and impact. They would also inform sector managementat regional

and national level as well as the community of donors and lenders.

¢ SDP reviews should be carried out as joint Government / donor exercises.

The organisation of the review missions should be the responsibility of the

Central Joint Steering Committees assisted by their Secretariats and in con-

sultation with the community of external funding agencies. In addition to as-

sessing progress, the missions would also focus on further developing the

monitoring system, assessing sustainability issues and identifying topics for

independentjoint evaluations.

¢ An annual workshop should be organised after the second review mission

of each year to disseminate the results of reviews and evaluations. The

workshop would serve as a forum for policy dialogue between the Govern-

ment and the external funding agencies.

The report ends with a set of recommendations on how to implement

harmonisation.It 1s proposed that the Central Joint Steering Committees and their

Secretariats assume the leading role in co-ordinating this. Proposed next steps
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include the developmentand final selection of indicators as an essential basis for

the assessment system. It is proposed that the launch of the harmonised system

should be accompanied by training of the personnel responsible for monitoring

and reporting

The study also recommends that work on harmonisation should be continued

for financial management and procurementactivities, so as to ensure that the aim

of a Government-led, harmonised SDP management system can be created.

¢ Study on Financial Reporting System on the Use of Donor Funds
The study on “Financial Reporting System on the Use ofDonor Funds” (Excel-

lence Management & Accounting Consultants — EMAC, 1998) was carried out

between June and September 1998, and was funded by the EU.

The purpose ofthe study was to examine financial management systemsofthe

Federal and Regional Governments, identify problems of reporting through these

systems, and propose solutions. The study mainly focuses on the needs of those

donors considering the use of Channel 1, but also to some extent addresses the

needs of those intending to use Channels 2 and 3. The system proposed by the

study is an interim solution. There are various reforms underway in Ethiopia for

the modernisation of the Governmentfinancial management system as a whole.

These are expected to provide a more permanent solution and be responsive to

donor requirements.

As a result of the study:

¢ Five types of report were defined for use in reporting on the utilisation of

donor funds.

¢ It was proposedthat the responsibility for aggregating reports would be as-

signed to the Central Accounts Department of the Ministry of Finance, and

procedures were identified for compiling the reports.

¢« The use of the existing Government Chart of Accounts was recommended,

with the addition of an expenditure classification that provides summaries

based on the existing account codes. This new expenditure classification cor-

responds to the SSDPs’ budgetstructures.

* Recommendations were made for software and hardware investments needed

for operating the new system.

¢ Training in computing and accounting for those implementing the new sys-

tem was recommended. It was also recommended that the resources of the

Central Accounts and Donor Fund Reporting Unit of the Ministry of Finance

should be strengthened.

In October 1998 the Ministry of Finance prepared an “Implementation Plan

for Donor Fund Reporting System”, which officially endorsed the recommenda-

tions ofthe EMAC-report. In addition, the Ministry ofFinance documentincluded

an implementation plan and budget for establishing the new system.
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Post-Mission Phase

¢ Preparation of the Programme Action Plan (PAP]
The preparation of the PAP had already commenced during the mission phase,

but the final printed version was not published until September 1998. The devel-

opment of the PAP was mainly carried out by the MOE supported by a WB con-

sultant in the period between the 2" and 3™ missions. During the 3mission the
Mission team produced a detailed analysis of this draft version of the PAP, and

suggestions for further improving the contents. The WB also contracted an editor

to finalise the text of the PAP.

The original idea for the PAP was that it would serve the dual purposesof:

i) communicatingto all stakeholders the national commitment to education and

clearly describing a programmefor fulfilling this commitment, and

ii) providing a manual of procedures for guiding the implementation of the

programme.

Thefinal version ofthe PAP servesonly the first of these purposes. The PAP is

a summary presentation of the ESDP which justifies the ESDP by describing the

existing problems. It also outlines the objectives, strategies, programme compo-

nents, implementation arrangements, risks and a budget for the ESDP. The PAP is

intended to provide general information to a wide public audience,1.¢. “assembly-

men and women, the media, regional leaders and donors” (PIM, 1998).

¢ Preparation of the Programme Implementation Manual (PIM)
During the 3" mission it was recommendedthat the guidelines for ESDP imple-

mentation, which were interspersed throughout the PAP should be spelled out dis-

tinctly and separately. It was eventually decided to do this in a separate document,

and the outcome is the PIM. The purpose of the PIMs wasto facilitate rapid and

efficient implementation of the ESDP. It includes practical guidelines for the

people whoare responsible for implementation at the operational level by an-

swering the questions: how, what, when and by whom. Morespecifically the PIM

includes guidelines on:

* governance and the annual planning cycle;

¢ financial management;

° procurement management;

* management of school construction;

* community participation; and

* monitoring and evaluation of ESDP.

The PIM is a Government documentthat has been preparedin partnership with

the WB.Several consultants were involved in drafting sections for the PIM. The

final compilation and editing of the document was carried out by a senior PMO

officer. It is intended to be a ‘living document’, i.e. subject to change and im-

provement as necessary.
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The PIM wasfinalised after the mission phase and prior to Debre Zeit I, in

exclusive negotiations between the Bank and the Government. It should be noted

that this document was a precondition for World Bank funding to becomeeffec-

tive. The PIM itself was not directly discussed during the mission phase, although

elements of it were included in the then PAP. Most other donors were only given

the opportunity to view the final version of the PIM shortly before Debre ZeitII.

¢ Debre Zeit Il Meeting
The “ESDP / HSDP Government of Ethiopia / Donor Consultations” (Debre

Zeit ID) held in Debre Zeit from 3"-4" November 1998 markedthe closure of the
ESDPpreparation process

The meeting was opened by the Minister in Charge ofthe Social and Adminis-

trative Sub-sector of the Office of the Prime Minister, with a summary ofthe SDP

preparation processes. He informed the participants that loan agreements with

IDA / WB and African Development Fund had beensigned andalso expressed the

Governmentreadiness to moveinto negotiations with bilateral donors. He made

special mention of the lessons that had been learned during the preparation pro-

cess, in particular the importance of working together and the necessity of com-

mitment and determination on all sides. He explained that the preparation process

had not only demonstrated that there 1s capacity in Ethiopia to cope with such

large scale programmes, but had also further developed that capacity. The Minis-

ter also noted that donors had shown interest in pooling of resources and direct

budgetry support and stated that implementation would be the responsibility of

the respective Ministries. The PMO wouldbe “taking the back seat”.

Oneofthe main items on Debre Zeit II agenda wasthe presentation and discus-

sion of the Programme Implementation Manual (PIM). It was agreed that the

changesand additions to be made in the PIM would focus on

¢* arrangements for flexibility—including issues such as contingency plan-

ning, procedure to amend PIM,and the idea that developmentofindicators to

be included in ToR of Joint Review Missions (JRMs) and Annual Review

Missions (ARMs).

°¢ financial management,—in particular the functioning of Channel 1b (ear-

marked support channeled through Government finance bodies) needed fur-

ther clarification; outlines of financial reports proposed by the EMAC-re-

port should be included as annexes; and MoF and OAGwereto be consulted

for a more complete and detailed description of internal controls.

¢ monitoring and further development of quality and outcome indicators.

* capacity issues.

The second main issue on the Debre Zeit II agenda wasthe financial reporting

system for the donor funds. A representative of the Ministry of Finance intro-

duced this topic and explained the capacity limitations for managingthe financial

administration of the SDPs and the improvements that were needed. He explained

that because of these shortcomings, and to accommodate donorreporting require-
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ments, the EMAC-study had been carried out. The recommendationsofthis study

had been approved by the MoF, and they were confident that by implementing the

recommendations donor requirements would be met. The MoFrepresentative also

informed the meeting that an action plan for implementation of the ESDP had

been prepared. A brief presentation of the EMAC-study was then made by the

consultant responsible.

The ensuing discussion mainly revolved around the fact that the proposed 17-

month period for establishing the system was considered too long, and that all

measures should be taken to shorten the timeframe. Some donors expressed in-

terest in providing resources for supporting an accelerated implementation.

¢ Development of a Textbook Policy and Strategy for Private
Sector Involvement
At the time of writing, all textbooks in Ethiopia are published by EMPDA,a

state owned corporation. Throughout the mission phase there was considerable

discussion concerning the desirability of private sector involvementin the devel-

opment and production of textbooks, including the possible privatisation of

EMPDA.However,it was not until the third mission that sufficient consensus had

been established for this issue to take front stage. By this time, uncertainty sur-

rounding this issue was seriously impeding potential support from donorsinter-

ested in this sector. Both the EU and Sida were keen to provide support to the

textbook sector but were unable to do so in the absenceof a clear policy frame-

work,

During the third mission two technical specialists hired by the EU were able to

join the technical specialist from Sida in the materials development component

team. These technical specialists were also able to commence preparation of the

necessary EU documentation for support to this sector. They continued this latter

task after the main ESDP mission phase was completed, making several additional

visits to Ethiopia. In addition to preparing the EU documentation, the materials

development team were also requested by the GoE, to develop a Textbook Policy

and a set of guidelines which would steer a course to privatisation. These tasks

were duly completed successfully, and at time of writing EU support to the ESDP

was under negotiation.
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2. Views of the Participants
 

“We had a goal and vision ofincreased enrolment. ESDP has given us
a future.If implemented, we can improve quality ofeducation. We have
prepared a reasonable, implementable plan.” Head of REB

“Generally, | found the ESDP planning one ofthe mostfruitful andre-
warding experiences ofmy20 years as a consultant.” Memberofthe
Mission team

 

Introduction

There were a large numberofstakeholders and other participants directly involved

in the preparation of the Ethiopian ESDP. These can usefully be divided into the

following groups:

* representatives of the Ethiopian Federal Government—from the Prime Min-

isters Office, MOEetc;

* representatives from the various educational institutions at Central level;

* representatives from the Regional Education Bureaux (REBs);

* team members of the multi-donor technical assistance Mission (technical

specialists, both expatriate and Ethiopian);

* representatives of the various donor agencies.

Some of the Regions reported that lower echelon stakeholders at the Zonal

and Woreda levels were also consulted, but this involvement does not appear to

have been significant. The aim of this section is to compare the viewsof these

parties concerning the positive and negative aspects of the preparation process, to

analyse the reasons for these as perceived by the participants and to consider their

suggestions for an improved process. The structure of the following discussion

reflects very much the format of the interviews, discussions and questionnaires

used to ascertain the views ofthe variousparties.

The Structure and Organisation of the ESDP Preparation

¢ Technical Components
The ESDP components that structured the preparation during the mission phase

were chosento reflect the structure of the education and training policy. It was

apparent both in the interviews with the Central agencies and with representatives

of MOEand the PMO,that there was strong ownership of this selection from the

Ethiopian side. MOErepresentatives also pointed out that some of the compo-
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nents were further developed during the preparation process and that flexibility

was very important. Examples included a stronger emphasis on non-formal educa-

tion and a re-conceptualisation of the TVET components. It was clear that some

donors and technical specialists felt that there could have been more consultation

about the selection of the components but this was not perceived as a major issue.

Participants from all sides pointed out that inter-linkages between components

were missing and one suggestion was the formation of larger multi-disciplinary

teams for primary education, secondary education, etc. Another suggestion was

for some form of conceptual mapping to capture the important linkages. In prac-

tice the strong commitment and relaxed team spirit among the technical special-

ists helped in covering someissues

that were not adequately addressed  

on the “official” mission agenda. An “One drawbackofthe ESDPis the fo-
example of this is that some ofthe cus on onesingle sector. Sight of multi-
inter-linkages between technical sectoralissues waslost. The ESDP does

components were discussed infor- notdirectly threaten a multi-sectoral
approach—butif does not help.” Do-

mally between Mission sub-teams,
nor representative

in cases where other forums for

such discussions did not exist.

Cross-sectoral linkages were also

absent and links to the macro economy were not explicit. However, it should be

recognised that the ESDP is a huge programme. Time and resources were limited

and this naturally led to a focus on one sector with discrete components and dis-

crete issues within those components. Although there were many other ways the

preparation might have beenstructured, these would probably haveresulted in prob-

lems of a different nature.

Regional plans were structured around primary and secondary education. Civil

works, teacher training, curriculum development, distance education, and some

elements ofthe other technical com-

ponents in use by the Mission were

“| wonderifthe extensive reports were integrated into these plans rather
read with the same passion as they than treated separately. This mis-
were written.”ATA mission member match between the Missions tech-

ests nical components and the Regional
Finding comments relevantto us was ae .

difficult from the extensive Aide- plans created some difficulties for

Memoires.” Head of Department, REB Mission teams, who hadtotrace el-
ements relevantto their specialisms,

across several portions of the Re-

gionalplans.In particular it was not

always easy to ensure that all activities were adequately budgeted. Surprisingly,

this was not perceived as a problem by the Regional teams, who clearly appreci-

ated the general advice they were receiving, and did not perceive a need for a one-

to-one match between the technical components and the sections of their plans.

Arguably, the large number of components led to extensive and detailed reporting,
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which wasdifficult to manage and use, although the point has already been made

that, for the Regions at least, only certain sub-sections were relevant.

A moreserious problem wasthe lack of forum for dialogue (or a component)

on policy and strategy development and managementissues. This point was made

retrospectively by several of the technical specialists and donor representatives,

but only gradually became apparent

during the preparation process as

issues arose which it was difficult “There is nothing outside the ESDPin
to affect in any other way. This study education in Ethiopia. This should ap-

has not been able to establish why P4, policydevelopmentalso. Atech
: nical specialist of the Mission

such forums were not included ex-

cept that retrospectively, it seems

this need wasnotstrongly perceived

at the time.

The fact that there was no such forum or ‘component’ meant that, by default,

the team leader/World Bank dominated the policy dialogue with the Government.

This was the main single source of discontent from other donors who would have

clearly liked to be includedas partners in this dialogue. If such a ‘component’ had

been included then it could have been staffed by donor representatives.

The major difficulty for the Regions wasthe inclusion of Capacity Building as

a separate component. While most understood the need for human resource de-

velopment, some never cameto fully understandall the other nuancesofthis com-

ponent suchas institution building and development ofmanagementsystems. Con-

sequently most Regions were unsure how to deal with this component in their

plans. This position was also reflected by many representatives of the Central

agencies who felt that the advice from different technical specialists was con-

flicting. For example, some of the Central agencies were unsure sure whether

training activities for their own staff should be part oftheir own budgets,or part of

a consolidated budget for TESD.A proper conceptual analysis and definition worked

out jointly by all parties might have helped on this issue.

Comments were also made on the imbalance between the staffing of compo-

nents, which, to some extent, were more a reflection of donor interest/contribu-

tion than technical need. For example, five different technical specialists contrib-

uted at some timeto the teacher training component but only one contributed to

curriculum development. Thisis despite the fact that both would seem to be equally

important components. This was due to the fact that there were several donors

already involved with, or considering involvementin teachertraining, in Ethiopia

but none looking directly at curriculum development at that time. At times there

was notechnical specialist available for other important components suchas learn-

ing assessment. At least one technical specialist, who worked alone for two mis-

sions but had assistance in the final mission, indicated the advantages of working

in a team.

The treatment of some technical components as cross-cutting themes was con-

sidered useful by all. This was especially true of gender which it was possible to
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‘mainstream’ to a degree that would probably not have been possible otherwise.

The gender specialist was able to interact directly with members ofall the other

teams to ensure that gender issues were given adequate consideration in their re-

ports, as well as producing separate reports ofher own. There were however some

practical and organisational problems associated with this approach which are de-

tailed in the next section.

¢ Preparation of Implementation Arrangements
Ashasalready been intimated the area which drew the most concern and was

the most contentious throughout—certainly from the point of view of the techni-

cal specialists and the donors—wasthat of implementation and financial manage-

ment ofthe ESDP. It is also the area in which existed the most discord between the

World Bank and other donors. The technical specialists and donors were almost

unanimously of the view that these issues should have been addressed more fully

and muchearlier in the process—there was no implementation specialist during

the first mission. It was also suggested that the Ministry of Finance and MEDAC

should have been involvedat an earlier stage. However, these problems were not

immediately apparentandthe realisation only grew gradually throughoutthe prepa-

ration. The original intention was for ongoing consultancy work on implementa-

tion and mapping of the existing systems to be completed. These would then lay

the foundations for choices and options during the second mission.

Comments from donors and technical specialists focus on three major issues:

Implementation Procedures and Preparation of the PIM
The first concerns the move towards implementation procedures and docu-

ments. Many donors felt that these were highly biased towards existing World

Bank procedures and did not take enough account of other’s systems. The most

quoted example is that of the PIM, which was perceived very much as a World

Bank document, and was developed over several months. Significantly, at the time

of these interviews, many of the Regions had not yet seen the PIM,and those that

had, had only done so recently at the Debre Zeit II meeting. Most of those in the

Central agencies had not yet seen the PIM either. The Harmonisation study was

seen as a useful attempt to involve other donors and consider their requirements,

but many thought that it should have occurred earlier.

Another viewpoint, expressed by one of the technical specialists, points out

three other major weaknesses of the documentation (not just the PIM): as it

emerged:

(i) It followed the topical divisions of subject responsibility within the TA teams

(the ‘components’). This is a sensible way of slicing issues, but it is not an

ideal way ofslicing budgets.

(ii) It was ‘ESDP-specific’: It did not directly derive from, or easily translate to,

the way things are presented in GOE budgets.
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(iii) It did not follow lines ofmanagerial accountability. There was a real opportu-

nity to link ESDPinto the broader budget reform work that was going on, and

it was missed.

Financial Management
The second major implementation issue was that of management of external

funds and the choice of disbursement channels for ESDP. At the outset, the Gov-

ernment wasstrongly of the opinion that all funds should be pooled and should

pass through the Government’s ownfinancial management systems. Many donors

were very skeptical of this and some remain so to this day. However, throughout

the process there was significant movement on both sides. The Governmentac-

cepted that there would have to be a range of financing options through which the

donors could pass funds, and some donors became willing to experiment with a

gradual move towards direct budget support. From the second mission onwards

there was a gradual developmentof a system to achieve this (see section 2). How-

ever, although this is simple in principle, creating detailed mechanisms that are

satisfactory to all, is a more complex affair. Although much progress has been

made toward this, and further elaborations were agreed at Debre Zeit IJ, not all

donors are completely satisfied as yet.

Many donors had/have concerns whether funds disbursed using Channel 1

(through the Governments own financial systems) would be used for their intended

purpose. It was therefore necessary to develop a transparent tracking system so

that donors could easily check where their funds are being utilised. Many partici-

pants commented upon the incongruity of this given that, within the ESDP, funds

are fungible and targeting funds at one particular area simply releases other funds

which can then be used elsewhere. One or two donors have committed themselves

unequivocally to Channel 1, others are experimenting with a modified form in

whichfunds are put through normal Government channels but are directed to spe-

cific regions or for specific activities (Channel 1b).

Atleast three donors continue to disburse funds through Channel3 exclusively

and have strong reasons why they should continue to do so. In one case it would

appear likely that their own Governmentlegislation would not permit otherwise,

and in anotherit is policy to maintain close control oftheir own taxpayer’s money.

Other donors are considering splitting their support between several funding chan-

nels.

It is the perceived lack of adequate financial management procedures that has

been one of the major reasons for pending commencement of donor funding for

the ESDP. There are other outstanding issues that especially those donors consid-

ering funding through Channel | still wish to continue discussing. The inadequacy

of the links between the ESDP and the macroeconomic programming and Public

Expenditure Review processes1s conceived as a problem. The ESDP and the Me-

dium Term Expenditure Framework need to be brought closer together. The op-
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erational modalities ofthe Education Account, auditing procedures and the annual

planning cycle need further elaboration. The donor community has taken aninitia-

tive to address these issues in a Memorandum of Understanding, but has so far not

reached a consensus with the Government on the need of such a document.

Technical Assistance

Throughout the preparation period, there were several contentious issues sur-

rounding technical assistance® which remain largely unresolved to the present day.

The first issue concerns whether there should be any technical assistance atall,

and if so how much. Although at the outset of the preparation process the Ethio-

pian Government were extremely reluctant to include technical assistance in the

ESDPat all they have moved some way from this extreme position. This is sup-

ported by comments from some of the Ethiopian counterparts involved with the

preparation. In contrast, members of the Mission team were strongly of the opin-

ion that there is an all round lack of capacity to implement the ESDP. During the

Donor Forum it was apparent that many donorsare also seriously concerned about

this lack of implementation capacity. In addition to a lack of implementation ca-

pacity, those technical specialists concerned with the technical components of

the ESDP also emphasise the lack of technical capacity to develop the quality

aspects of education. They felt that this issue has been somewhat underestimated.

There is still a perceived gap between the Government and Donors on this issue

but both have moved considerably.

The second major issue concerned the funding of technical assistance. For a

most of the preparation period, the World Bank took the position that all funds for

whatever purpose and from whatever source should be included in the total ESDP

‘envelope’. Technical assistance would therefore have to be included in Regional

Plans and more importantly in their budgets—despite the fact that TA would prob-

ably be funded by donors (most likely though grant aid). Indications were that

donor funds would not be treated as additional inputs and that the Central Govern-

ment would probably deduct an equivalent amount from the Region’s budget. This

scenario represented a significant opportunity cost to the Regions. Most Regions

expressed a desire for TA but were not prepared to take the risk of losing other

funds. Several technical specialists pointed out that: funding for TA would not

generally enter the macro-economy and that TA itself 1s supposed to be a tempo-

rary phenomenon—aimedat achieving sustainability, not being part of it. On these

groundsthey arguethatit 1s valid to leave TA out ofthe ESDP envelopeandtreatit

separately.

Manytechnical specialists and donors felt that this issue should have been on

the agenda much earlier, despite the fact that there were clearly potential ten-

sions—notonly between the GOE anddonorsbut also between donors themselves.

 

8 In this discussion we include TA in the form of consultancy—both international and domestic,

assistance from the Central agencies to Regions, inter-Regional assistance, and overseastraining

and study tours, etc.
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Others felt that 1t was better left until later, as the tensions might have derailed the

rest of the process. In the event the issue still remains mainly unresolved although

suggestions have been madefor a separate Social Sectors TA fund. Some donors

have simply continued with existing arrangements, others are awaiting further out-

comes.

Attitudes from both the Regions and the Central agencies were somewhat con-

tradictory. They all felt that Channel 1 should be the preferred channel of funding

as it was the simplest for them. However, most expressed a wish to receive techni-

cal assistance (especially in the form of overseas training and study tours) from

outside sources but assumed that this would be ‘extra’. When it was pointed out

that this might not be the case, some alluded to the fact that not all donors would

be following Channel 1, and that these would be able to supply the required TA!

Most were of the opinion that TA should be treated separately in some unspeci-

fied way.

¢ ESDP Budgeting
It has already been reported in section 2 that much effort was expended by the

Mission team in directing the Regions and Central Agencies to present their bud-

gets in a form more closely related to the ESDP structure. Although the Regions

did not raise specific objections to this, at least one technical specialist com-

mented upon the fact that these “ESDP-specific” budgets, do not directly derive

from, or easily translate to the way in which things are presented in the GOE bud-

gets. Another felt retrospectively that this pressure on the Regions to reformulate

might have been a mistake, especially without the involvement of the MoF and

Regional finance managers.

Of more concern to most Regions wasthe lack of a budget ceiling at the out-

set. They were unhappy with the introduction of the ceilings mid-way through the

process, because costings and the level of activities had to be changed several

times. In some cases, Regions did not adjust their targets to take account of these

cuts. Regions did not approve of the MOE advice (which they perceived as an

instruction) to achieve savings by altering unit costs. Most were, however, prag-

matic about this, and took the view that in practise it would mean fewer schools,

less activity etc. Representatives from the MOEpointedout that at the outset the

regions were given physical targets (e.g. enrolment) which were not to be com-

promised. Planning & budgeting was based on these.

Another issue which worried some of the Regions, was whether it wouldstill

be possible for each Region to decide itself, how moneyis divided between vari-

ous sectors. Constitutionally, each Region has the powerto divide its resources as

it saw fit. Under the various SDPs, the Region will not be able to reduceits spend-

ing in certain sectors to below that stipulated in the SDP budget. In theory, this

might mean that extra resources couldn’t be allocated to education, away from

other sectors—even if the Region wishes to do so. However, many were more

pragmatic about this apparent contradiction and were confident that they would

retain the ability to be able to reallocate unspent funds through one mechanism or

another.
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¢ Format and Conduct of Missions

The most consistent message that came from all interviewees concerned the

developmental aspects of the preparation process and the positive relationships

built up between the various participants. This was particularly so between the

Regionsand the technical specialists, and was the first point made in almost every

interview with Regional representatives. Typically, participants spoke ofthe ‘posi-

tive learning experience’ that they had undergone and frequently regretted that

this experience could not have been extended to other colleagues. It 1s well worth

noting that early in the process, a

language of co-operation wasestab-

lished. It emphasisedlistening to the

experienceforall of us. Before we be- Vartous Ethiopian teams and re-
gan, we did not know we would end spondingto their needs with sugges-

up with such a detailed plan.” The tions and options, rather than in-

Head of an REB structing them in what they should
do. Throughoutall three missions

and in all documents words such as

 

“The ESDP wasa significantlearning

 

‘should’ and ‘must’ are largely avoided

Both the technical specialists and the Regions were happy with the matrix for-

mat of Regional workshops in the second and third missions, despite the hard

work entailed in such intensive sessions. One specialist pointed out that this for-

matallowedthe technical specialists to take an approach which wasakin to a com-

parative study—comparing one region with another and disseminating ideas and

best practise between them. One Region suggested that these workshops could

have been longer to allow them to carry out revisions of their plans before return-

ing home. There wasat least one organisational difficulty relating to the gender

component, which combined for meetings with the education finance and eco-

nomic analysis component rather than being given a slot of its own. Given the

large numberofimportant issues which neededto be raised in the economic com-

ponent, there was insufficient time to raise all the issues of importance to gender.

However, there were differing views concerning the format of the Regional

plenary workshops during the first mission. Many ofthe technical specialists found

the workshopstediousand inefficient. Given the breadth ofthe plans and the num-

ber of persons in each meeting there was insufficient time in which to examine

the detail of each technical componentsufficiently. The Ethiopians responsible

for mission coordination were also unhappy with this format and felt that the first

mission demonstrated that there were large variations in capacity without produc-

ing anything concrete. Large plenary sessions were considered inadequate for

 

“There was a dangerthat rather than mainstreaming genderissues into each
component, they could be marginalised from the discussions.” TA mission
member
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building capacity and it was this which directly led to the modified format used in

missions two andthree.

Comments concerning the first mission were not all negative however. Some

of the Regions were satisfied with the format, which they felt gave them the op-

portunity to learn from each other in the first instance. [Some said they would

have liked to repeat this experience again later in the preparation process.] The

format allowed them the opportunity to initiate the process with their ideas. This

wasparticularly important to them at this stage, as they were very unsure about

what wasexpected ofthem,or iftheir plans would match up to expectations. It was

clearly important that the first mission allowed them to gain confidence and gather

ideas in a non-threatening manner. One Regional representative made a comment

that the format of the first mission avoided the danger that the technical special-

ists might take over the process, or that the Regions would become too dependent

on them.

Representatives of the Central agencies were not quite so positive about the

way in which the missionsdealt with them for several reasons. They felt that indi-

vidual departments were often working in isolation, and that they were at the “beck

and call’ of both the Ministry and the Mission teams. They were frequently called

to meetings at short notice, usually to be told that they were required to do more

work. They would have liked stronger linkages between themselves and the Re-

gions, both to avoid overlaps and to ensure that their plans were consistent with

those of the regions. They felt that the missions might have provided a forum for

this and a suggestion was made that Heads ofDepartments might have attended the

regional workshops. The most marked example of this concerned the plans of

EMAtotrain large numbers of teachers through distance education courses. Until

they were alerted by the Mission team, none of the Regions were awareof this

initiative, despite the fact that all their plans contained significant elements of

teachertraining.

Comments were also made concerning the links between the components—eg

teacher training and distance education—andthe central agencies and MOEde-

partments dealing with these. Agencies often did not know whatother agencies

were planning andfelt that there was not enough integration between components.

Some technical specialists also expressed the desire that they might have been

given the opportunity for more direct contact with lowerlevel stakeholders through

field visits or forums.

@ Guidance and Guidelines

The following comments have to be taken very muchin the context that this

wasthe first ESDP which wastruly sector-wide in scope and wasthefirst to com-

mence from the Government’s own policy frameworkrather than evolve from pre-

existing donor-supported structures/projects

It was therefore not possible at the outset, to form a clear notion of where the

preparation process might lead or what would be its outcomes. For this reason,

guidance was supplied very much in response to events and needs, and was diffi-
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“There were no route maps.” Comment made atdonorforum

 

cult to plan in advance. Nevertheless, some valuable comments were maderetro-

spectively about the need for more guidance and the form this might have taken.

The avenues for guidance (or not) during the ESDP were several. Both the Re-

gions and the Central agencies received guidance from both the MOEandthe Mis-

sion teams. In addition the MOE and the Mission worked in partnership andre-

ceived guidance from each other.

Generally, the Regions appeared happy with the individual guidance that they

received from the Mission teams. One region commented that some technical

specialists were not critical enough while others were too critical, but this was the

only slightly negative comment. Manysaid that they would have liked more guid-

ance from the MOE on howto prepare the first draft of their plans and some

would have liked to have a clear format for their plans at the outset. This was

probably not possible, and many recognised this fact. The point was made by one

region that if such a format had been presented at the outset, then their influence

on the final product would have been lessened. They did not have sufficient confi-

dence or experience to have been able to makesensible inputs into the format

design this early in the process. Most were appreciative of the set of “best prac-

tice’ guidelines that were produced by the Missionafter the first visit, particularly

because these were drawn from their own plans. The Regions felt that they had a

vision ofthe overall outcome ofthe ESDP, but not how it would be operationalised.

None had any idea ofhow detailed their plans would eventually become.

The Central agencies felt that guidance from technical specialists was variable

from component to component. Muchofthis appeared to be to do with personali-

ties and was probably to be expected in such a large and diverse team. Representa-

tives of the Central agencies also considered themselves as specialists, were far

more assured of their own views, and far morelikely to challenge advice. Some of

the representatives of the central education institutions felt that some strategies

proposed by the technical specialists, even if appropriate in someother contexts,

are not applicable in Ethiopia. In some cases, there was a feeling that strategies

proposed had unrealistic financial implications. There were instances where the

central education institutions and departments felt that their professional capacity

and understanding of the Ethiopian context was not adequately acknowledged.

Despite this, relationships were on the whole cooperative and many new ideas

were developed and incorporated into the central plans.

The technical specialists were mainly of the opinion that there should have

been better and clearer guidelines muchearlier in the process—frameworksetc.

One view wasthat each time the Regional and Central teams had completed one

task the Mission gave them a new assignment.

An alternative view wasthat if all the hurdles had been apparent at the outset

this might have been extremely discouraging. Retrospectively these views must
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now be judged in the light of the ownership which was achieved from taking a

flexible approach. Either through accident or design the Mission team did not

imposea structure on the ESDP andthis undoubtedly contributed to the sense of

participation and ownership of the process whichall agreed was achieved.

¢ Roles and Responsibilities—Relations and Tensions
The analysis ofroles, responsibilities and relations in the Ethiopian ESDPprepa-

ration 1s to be seen in the context of two essential differences, as compared to a

traditional project preparation.

rBecause the process was being designedas it went along,| think thatthe
Ethiopians had a feeling that new documentation hurdles were putin front of
them as they went along—from regionaland centralplans, to PAP, to PIM,
etc.”TA Mission member

 

  
Firstly, Sector Development Programmesare based on a partnership that should

be led by the national authorities. This leadership in Ethiopia arose from a serious

Government commitment to solving the huge problems in the education sector.

The donor-supported phase of the ESDP preparation was preceded bya national

policy and strategy developmentexercise. In this partnership, donors ideally work

as a coordinated group and sacrifice some agency andproject-specific guidelines,

in exchange for access to a more comprehensive dialogue on sectoral policies,

strategies and resource allocations.

Secondly, the Ethiopian ESDP preparation has been amongthefirst practical

exercises whereby the implications of decentralisation in the education sector in

Ethiopia are operationalised. While the national laws and regulationsset the frame-

work, the ESDP planning process has led to practical interpretation of roles, re-

sponsibilities and relations within this framework.

Region / Mission Relations
In their comments on the relations between the Ethiopians and the technical

specialists, the regions strongly feel that they had full freedom to develop their

plans according to their own needs. The technical specialists appreciated the com-

mitment and energy with which the regions developed their plans based on the

discussions during the missions. The newly established organisational structure,

which wasstill partly (and in some cases severely) under-staffed, as well as the

inexperience of the existing regional staff were the major factors limiting re-

gional ownership of the ESDP.

Other factors further contributed to the leading role of the Ethiopians in the

process. The comments of the regional representatives as well as the technical

specialists emphasise the positive and constructive interaction during the mis-

sions. The atmosphere was open and friendly and it was based on mutual respect

amongthe participants. The technical specialists way ofworking was characterised
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Pvcthing was imposed. Advice and
ideas were provided by the mission
members, but the Regional Education
Bureautook the decisions. The only
thing thatlimited our freedom was our
own capacity.” Head of a REB

 “We hadthe right to say ‘No!’ at any
point.” Head of a REB 

by listening to problems andideas pre-

sented by the Ethiopian colleagues, giv-

ing advise not instructions, and a will-

ingness to compromise and to offer al-

ternative options. At least one region

would have appreciated even more ad-

vice along these lines:—How have the

strategies that were proposed func-

tioned in other developing countries?

What have been the reasons for suc-

cesses and failures?

Manyof the technical specialists repeated the view that “We had good luck!”

in having an exceptionally well functioning team. The reasons for this were not

merely by chance. A majority of those consulted in this study, from all groups,

single out the experience, professionalism and personality of the team leader as

the key factor in achieving this posi-

tive team ethos. The team leader him-

selfreports that aspects related to team

management were consciously on his

agenda when guidingthe technical spe-

cialists. He emphasised constructive-

ness (especially in the use of appropri-

ate language), transparency, importance

of listening, responsiveness as well as

discipline (deadlinesetc.) in relation to

the Ethiopian colleagues, but also in

relation to other team members.

Centre / Mission Relations

 

Fr.‘ood humaninteraction between
team members and team members
and counterparts is perhaps the
most important ingredient of suc-
cess.” Technical specialist

“The mission members were not
acting as donors, but as colleagues
and partners.” Head of REB    

The overall view of the personnel of the central education institutions con-

cerning the ESDPpreparation process 1s similarly positive—the learning experi-

 

“| learned not fo use expressions
like ‘Should’ or ‘Must’ when my
intention was fo offer options.” TA
mission member

 

ence and the fact that the process pro-

duced feasible implementation plans are

highly appreciated. In the comments on

the centre/mission relations, however,

some tensions also emerge. These are

mainly related to the fact that the

utilisation and strengthening of the TA

capacity ofthe centre was not as system-

atically built into the ESDP preparation

process as wasthe case with the regions. The specialists of the central education

institutions and departments were also unsatisfied because their potential as spe-

cialists was unduly overlooked, as explained previously.
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It also seemsthat notall the technical specialists succeeded in being as diplo-

matic and helpful with the personnel of the central departments andinstitutions as

they were with the regions. Even though the commentsare isolated, there is some

feedback of individual tensions. One problem that arose frequently was the influx

of new specialists into the preparation process mid-way through. This meant that

Phere was a gapin the links betweenthe regions andthe central agen-
cies. The missions did notfacilitate in bridging the gap. Representatives
ofthe central agencies might have satin at the regional workshops.”TA
mission member

 

“There were sometensions whenthe central agencies were told that they
had notdone well. These were healthy tensions. The centre thoughtthat
they were in good shape whentheywere not.” TA mission member    

some discussions and issues which had already been thoroughly gone into previ-

ously had to be repeated, thus slowing the development processes considerably.

Many of the technical specialists were impatient with the centre’s planning

process, which seemed to proceed slower than that of the regions. There were

also somefeelings of disappointment that advice provided at the end ofthe second

mission wasnot taken on board and incorporated into the central plan by the start

of the third mission.

Centre / Region Relations
The PMO and the MOEwere responsible for coordination and organisation of

ESDPpreparation. The PMO had an important role in ensuring coherencein the

preparation of the two social sector development programmesdevelopedin paral-

lel (education and health). The role of the MOE was in overall coordination,

organising meetings, in making available background information that the regions

were some times missing and in providing documents. The PMOset the regional

budget ceilings after consultation with the regional Presidents, to ensure macro-

economic sustainability of the programme. The MOE communicatedthe ceilings

to the regions.

The MOEalso provided assistance to some of the regions that needed special

support in the planning process. For example, a senior PPD official participated

in all matrix-workshop sessions with the Afar representatives during the second

mission. In exceptional cases, other specialists of the central education institu-

tions and MOEdepartments also participated in providing assistance to the re-

gions.

In their comments the MOE departments and the central education institutions

emphasise that one of the positive achievements of the ESDP preparation process

wasthat it strengthened the links between the centre and the regions. A better
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understanding ofthe capacity and plans

“The process broughtthe centre and of the regions is an outcome ofthe
the regions closer together. There was ESDPpreparation process.In addition,
also closer cooperation between ; -

i” - the links between the central institu-
central organs.” MOEofficial

tions became stronger. Some of the

technical specialists also acknowl-

edge the importance of the ESDP

preparation in putting decentralisation

 

in action.

The regions were generally satisfied with the coordinating role played by the

MOEandthey were pleased with the freedom that they were given in developing

their own plans. Many of the technical specialists and some regions, however,

expressed concerns about the capacity of the central departments and institutions

to provide sufficient technical assistance to the regions.

Relations among the Donor Community
The general feedback from the donorsindicates that the ESDP preparation has

led to improved donorcoordination in the education sector in Ethiopia. Coordina-

tion is also considered to be better than in many other countries where the same

donors are active. MOErepresentatives observed that the ESDP preparation has

brought the Governmentand donors together in a new way,and the Governmentis

now dealing with all donors at the same time. Nevertheless, achieving coordina-

tion between donorsis felt to be one of the most difficult aspects of the process.

In Ethiopia, tensions within the donor community focus on two issues, both of

whichare related to the role of the World Bank and the rest of the donor commu-

nity during the preparation process.

The first area of tension concerned the policy dialogue with the Government.

Policy and managementissues were not included as a technical component nor as

a cross-cutting theme in the preparation process, and therefore no team was as-

signed to deal with these issues. The result was that policy dialogue was the re-

sponsibility of the World Bank team leader.

The donor agencyrepresentatives only participated as observers. The view shared

by many donor agenciesis that, as a result of this, their access to the responsible

officials in the MOE and the PMO wasinadequate. In the Donor Forum, it was

concluded that in every SDP process, one donor tends to become dominant. Given

the magnitude of the SDP exercises,

it is likely that a lead agency will be  

designated, and if so, the requirements “The World Bank’s role is always
set for the capacity ofthe lead agency going to be pivotalin an exercise like

are exceptionally high. There was no this: They have the most money,the
mostintellectual resources and the

byjection in principle to the World : _
On) P P mostinfluence.”TA mission member
Bank fulfilling this role, only to the

way in whichthe role had developed

in this instance.  
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Onerepresentative ofthe MOE commentedthat their understandingall through

the process was that when they had discussions with the World Bank they were

discussing with the entire donor community. A PMOrepresentative justified close

cooperation with the World Bank by referring to the large sums of money com-

mitted by the Bank with speedy disbursementprospects. Participants at the Donor

Forum also concluded that the donor community could have been more pro-active

in this respect and could have sought clearer agreement on representation and

leadership, jointly with the World Bank. It would have been preferable ifthis could

have been incorporated into the process.

Another area in which the donors felt that the World Bank was too dominant

was in the preparation of implementation arrangements. The team responsible for

the implementation component did not commenceits work until the second mis-

sion. Some mission membersfelt that there was a working assumption that WB

procedures would be used for implementation. However, there were several ex-

pressions of dissatisfaction with this arrangement, andas a result the implementa-

 

Pclementation issues were seeninitially as technical matters ofprocurement and dis-
bursement. There wasa very strong bias on the Bank's part towards assumingthatthe
solution wasfor everyone doing things more orless the way the Bank usually did. The
importance of wider ‘governanceissues’ was only realised gradually.”A TA mission
member

“Apart from the World Bank, only a few donors had anyideaofthe procurement and
financial managementissues.”ATA mission member(WB)

tion team was expanded for the third mission to include additional non-WBex-

perts.

Many of the donor agencies were concerned with how the Ethiopian partners

perceived the missions: as World Bank missions or as joint missions involving

several agencies? In practice, there seems to have been very little misconception

about this on the Ethiopian side: both the regions and the central institutions were

very clear that these were multi-donor missions,albeit with the World Bank taking

the lead role.

  

Participations

all Regions the ESDP plans were wholly developed by the various sections of

the REB. Few Regions reported significant involvement of lower level stakehold-

ers other than as providers of data and information. Where participation of lower

level stakeholders did take place, it was variable in form and not systematic. A few

Regions arranged seminars or distributed draft plans down to the Zonal level for

comments and Harari (a small City-Region) had consultations with all its teach-

ers. It was commentedthat, during the ESDP preparation, Woredas and Zones were
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in the process of developing their annual plans as usual, but these continued to be

developed without knowledge of the ESDP andbore norelationship to the even-

tual Regional ESDP plans. Another region commentedthat, in future, they would

like to disseminate the ESDP planning process down to the Zonal and Woreda

level, and form the Regional plan by consolidating these. Any lowerlevel partici-

pation which did exist was mainly for information, much less for consultation or

contributing to the planning process. At least one region initially developed its

plan in its own languageso that it could be readbyall.

In all Regions the Regional Councils were deeply involved in overseeing the

plans. For many REBsthis was a major benefit as it was an important opportunity

for them to make their Councils aware of the issues in education. They felt that

this opportunity, together with the existence of a plan at all, would strengthen their

internal bargaining power whenit comesto the future division ofresources within

the Region. It 1s also represents an importantutilisation of their democratic struc-

tures.

It was clear that during the preparation process information about the ESDP

was not widely disseminated; few persons outside of Regional Bureaux had more

than a passing awarenessofits existence. Most had none. Many Regions are now

taking steps to rectify this situation, but for the larger Regions in particular, this is

difficult.

Opinions on whether participation was sufficient were mixed. While all par-

ties recognised that the level of participation and decentralisation of the planning

process wasalready far more widespread than in other comparable countries, some

technical specialists and donor representatives felt that inclusion of some

bottom-up processes would have been of great advantage. Others pointed out that

a more participatory process would have taken more time, and have been even

moredifficult to manage.

¢ Timing

There are two main issues to consider in this section—the duration and pace

of the preparation process, and the timing of events within this process.

Althoughthe initiation of the ESDP by the Ethiopian Government occurred in

1994, donors did not become formally involved until the Consultative Group meet-

ing in December 1996. The main substance of the ESDP was developed in the

following 20 months leading to Debre Zeit II, in November 1998. Within this

time, the most intensive period of preparation took place in the mission phase

between May, 1997 and February, 1998—10 months. For an exercise ofthis scale,

including so many diverse agencies, this might be considered extremely rapid

compared to programmes of similar scope elsewhere in the World. Despite this,

many of the Ethiopian stakeholders clearly had expectations of a much quicker

process. These expectations gradually adjusted throughout the preparation period,

as the magnitude of the task and the requirements of the donors became more

apparent. However, the sense of urgency and desire to reach completion always

remained. This was influenced 1n no small waybythe fact that implementation of
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the ESDPitself by the Government hadofficially commenced in 1997. From the

Ethiopian viewpoint the clock was already ticking. Some Regions and technical

specialists expressed the view that a start point for the ESDP set in the future—

say Jan 1999—would have simplified matters considerably. Certainly, very little

funding from donors is likely to flow before the middle of 1999—more than 2

years after the official start of ESDP implementation. Although the normal level

of activities will continue, this 1s nowhere near the activity level envisaged in the

ESDP.

Despite the fact that they had to ‘work day and night’ to meet deadlines, the

majority of Regions felt that the preparation process was of about the right dura-

tion and pace. Many would have preferred an even shorter period, but recognised

that they could not possibly have carried out the required tasks if this had been the

case. They also recognised that it took time to build their own capacity suffi-

ciently to complete the process. None had significant comments to make about

the timing of events except in the above context.

Few ofthe technical specialists had strong feelings about the duration and pace

of the ESDP and most thought that it was ‘OK’. Many felt that implementation

issues were not on the agenda early enough and lagged behind other parts of the

preparation. From the donors point of view the relative speed of preparation was

seen as having both positive and negative consequences. On the positive side it

meant that needs are met more urgently and that there is a much greater continuity

of personnel on both sides of the dialogue. On the negative side, plans were not

always ready on time and there was not enough time to mobilise assistance to the

weaker regions. A longer process might have allowed more participation and con-

sultation with lower level stakeholders. More concern was expressed about the

timing of events. It was felt that financial management and implementation should

have been includedearlier and, in retrospect, the Harmonisation Study might have

been usefully carried out at a much earlier stage. This latter action would have

saved muchtimelater on.

It was also commented that ESDP wasa learning process and the pace and

timing could not have been perfect.

Outcomes of the Preparation Process

¢ ESDP Plans

Comments have already been made about the learning process involved in the

ESDPpreparation, and this was nowhere moreevident than in the development of

the Regional plans and, to a lesser extent, the plans of the Central agencies. The

Regional representatives and the technical specialists were unanimously of the

view that Regional plans had evolved and improvedoutofall recognition through-

out the three missions. It is not an exaggeration to say that most spoke abouttheir

final plans with a true sense of pride. During one interview with Regional repre-
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sentatives, they were keen to boast of the seminars that they had held to present

their plan to other departments and the consequent standing that they derived from

this. For each region, it is their own plan which they view asthe central reference

point for ESDP implementation

The Central plan did not evolve so quickly. During the first mission no Central

plan was under development and the Mission and MOEonly belatedly realised that

there was a need for one. This meant that discussions between the Mission teams

and the Central agenciesat this stage lacked focus. This situation wasrectified by

the second mission but even then, the general view of most of the technical spe-

cialists was that the Central plan lagged one step behind those of the Regions.

Unfortunately, the Central agencies had not been given the opportunity to learn

the same lessons as the Regions and had repeated many of their mistakes. This

situation continuedinto the third mission and it was the view ofthe Mission mem-

bers that the Central plan had still not caught up to those of the Regions.. At this

stage, 1t was decided to arrange joint workshops between the technical teams and

Central agencies, with the aim of further developing their individual plans. This

was appreciated by most participants and wassuccessful in helping to bridge the

gap.

Several technical specialists commented on the MOE’sfailure to recognise

problems with the Central plan, and the Mission’s relative neglect of the Central

agencies. However, this view was retrospective and only became clear during or

after each mission. At each point the MOE and Mission thought that they were

‘plugging the gaps’ only to find another issue to resolve. Quite reasonably, it was

thought that 1t would be the Regions which needed mostassistance, and efforts

were concentrated in this direction. This wascertainly true for some ofthe smaller

and/or disadvantaged regions. However, this ignored the fact that during the previ-

ous five years many of the most experienced personnel had been posted to the

Regions. This was a policy decision taken for very sound reasons—to increase the

capacity of the Regions to take on increased responsibilities in a decentralised

system of government. The result was, and is, a decreased capacity in someofthe

Central agencies and this affected their ability to respond to the demands put on

them. A further factor was the uncertainty created by the changing role of these

Central agencies. With the devolution of many functions to the Regions, many

Central agencies were unclear about what their own role should be, and indeed this

was in a state of evolution even during the preparation period.

¢ Programme Action Plan (PAP)

The Ethiopian representatives saw the PAP as a useful summary of the ESDP.

Some regions commented that it helped in seeing the ESDP as a whole, and each

region’s place in this whole. Most regions, however, stressed that their regional

plans are the most important ESDP documentfor them.

Most ofthe technical specialists who were involved in the TA missions had not

seen the PAP. The few whodid had a chanceto study the PAP, were much more

critical about it than their Ethiopian colleagues. Comments were made that the
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final PAP is far too general, it does not add muchto the ESDP, andtherefore its

usefulness is questionable. Some technical specialists also felt that the in-depth

comments that were prepared on the PAP during the 3! mission had been com-

pletely ignored in finalising the document.

¢ Programme Implementation Manual (PIM)
Someregions had seen the first version of the PIM in the Debre Zeit II meet-

ing. The general feedback from them wasthat the PIM would provide useful guide-

lines for ESDP implementation. However, many regions pointed out that, while

the first version of the PIM is a good starting point, there 1s need to develop it

further. In retrospect, all regions agree that the PIM should have been available

earlier, and optimally it should have been finalised at the same timeas the regional

plans.

The MOErepresentatives pointed out that ESDP implementation is based on

the Ethiopian management and administrative system. The role of the PIM is to

describe the adjustments and modifications that are necessary because of donor

involvement and requirements. Senior PMOrepresentatives also agreed that the

PIM should have been available earlier as it is a pre-condition for the effective-

ness of the IDA loan.

The viewsofthe technical specialists and donors on the PIM have already been

amply discussed earlier in this report, and focus mainly on WB dominance during

its preparation.
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3. Summary of Main Achievements

and Issues

Positive Achievements

Throughoutthis study, the responses from those who participated in the ESDP

preparation have been overwhelmingly positive. In the following paragraphs we

summarise some of those achievements to which there seems to be a consensus

by a majority of participants and which might give direction to others embarking

upon future ESDPs elsewhere.

¢ Strong ownership and commitment on behalf of the GOE
Throughoutthe preparation of the ESDP the Ethiopian Government has dem-

onstrated strong and determined ownership and commitmentto the process. The

initial decision to embark on an ESDP wasentirely on the Government’s own in1-

tiative and was without pressure from the donor community. It was only after this

decision had been taken that donors were asked to support the process. Through-

out the preparation this ownership was maintained and this is evidenced for ex-

ample by the fact that the majority of ESDP documents were prepared and written

by Ethiopian participants.

The donor community provided advice, support and comment by makingavail-

able technical specialists, but did not impose their views on what should be the

contents of the programme.

¢ Decentralised planning and involvement of Regional
administrations

During the preparation of the Ethiopian ESDPa significant level of

decentralised planning was achieved through active involvement of the regional

education administrations. Rather than aiming to develop a single plan for the ESDP,

the Government and donorsset out from the beginning to ensure that each of the

11 Regions within Ethiopia was given the opportunity to develop its own plan. In

addition, each separate Central institution developed its own section of the Cen-

tral plan. These plans were firmly based on analysis ofbackground data and put the

GOEpolicy framework into tangible form. Successive versionsofthe plans matched

objectives and strategies with the financial resources expected to be available.

The considerable variation in the approaches adopted within these documents

by different Regions demonstrates the deliberate lack of intervention from the

Central Government with development of the contents of these plans. This varia-
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tion was the result of the very differing conditions and problemsfacing each Re-

gion, and it is doubtful that a centrally planned ESDP would have been able to

produce such a wideset of strategies to address these problems.It 1s worth noting

that this decentralised approach to planning the ESDP wasgreatly aided by the

already existing decentralised federal structure of government within Ethiopia.

¢ Increase in the capacity to carry out educational planning

of the Ministry of Education, the Central Institutions,
and the Regional Education Bureaux
The way in which the ESDPpreparation took place has resulted in significant

capacity building in educational planning. The Regions and Central agencies were

responsible for preparing their own ESDPplans but were not left completely to

their own devises. They were provided with ample support and assistance both

from the technical specialists provided by the donors and from the central Gov-

ernment when required. The purpose of the three joint donor technical assistance

missions was to provide advice and exposure to best practice from other coun-

tries. This assistance wasalso available to the MOEatall stages. The severalitera-

tions through which the plans gradually improved allowed those involved in the

planning processto learn in the most powerful way possible—through doing them-

selves. In addition, planners gainedinsights into the special requirements and docu-

mentation which individual donor agencies need to satisfy their own internal cri-

teria for providing aid. Previously, such requirements would have been met mainly

by donors’ own employees and stakeholders in the partner country would not nec-

essarily be aware of the process.

¢ The spirit of partnership shared between Government
and participating agencies

Throughout the Joint TA missions team members, guided by the team leader,

made a conscious effort to adapt their style of work to one of genuine partnership

and cooperation. This style, which was perceived by the participants as unique,

was non-confrontational and aimed to guide rather than direct. This approach had

several positive consequences which included the developmentof a strong team

spint within the Mission team itself and a high level of trust between the Mission

team and the various Ethiopian teams.

¢ Cooperation and coordination between donors
In Ethiopia, an exceptionally large numberof external funding agencies were

involved throughout the ESDP preparation process. As the process progressed,

and was seen to be achievingits goals, the total number of donors gradually grew

to fifteen. While donor cooperation of this kind has been achievedin a few other

African countries, it is still the exception rather than the rule, and as such well

worth noting. The Ethiopian Governmentitself can take a significant part of the

credit for bringing about this cooperation. Throughout the preparation the GOE
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remained determined in its preference for joint missions, and actively discour-

aged individual donors from breaking ranks from this principle. Fortunately, most

donors were not difficult to convince and readily accepted this condition. The

ESDPpreparation also provided an opportunity for collective learning in how to

organise and carry out complex joint missions.

¢ The development of a structure to accommodate all support
to the education sector
The ESDPrepresents an overall structure for all activities within the education

sector in Ethiopia. All stakeholders have had a handinits preparation andall stake-

holders have therefore implicitly agreed to a commonset of goals. Ideally differ-

ent parties should not be pulling in different directions, overlaps and repetition

between donors should not exist, and important sub-sectors should not be missed

out or under-funded. This should be the natural result of any SDP, however, the

Ethiopian ESDPis unequalled in the scope and detail which has been achieved in

applying this principle across the whole education sector. It 1s also special in that

the structure is flexible enough to accommodate vastly varying conditions and

access to resources across the country, and is able to accommodate any number

of different strategies adopted by different Regions.

¢ Analysis of implementation issues in the context of SDPs
and harmonisation of procedures
During the ESDP preparation a considerable amount of analytical work has

been carried out by consultants (both Ethiopian and expatriate) on different as-

pects of implementation arrangements in the context of a sector-wide programme.

This work has helped to clarify available options in the design of functions of the

GOE and ESDPbodies responsible for monitoring and ongoing development of

the program; in harmonisation of periodic reporting; and in reporting on external

funds. Muchofthis analysis is pioneering work andit has led to improved under-

standing of the complexity of issues involved.

Unresolved Issues

The positive and enthusiastic feedback concerning the ESDP preparation far ex-

ceeds any critical comments from the participants. There are, however, issues that

remained unresolved throughout the preparation process. When looking at some

of these issues retrospectively, it seems that they should have been approached

differently. It is worth pointing out that for some of the issues that remained unre-

solved during the preparation, progress has since been made during ESDP imple-

mentation. The first annual review cycle for ESDP is on-going, and has provided a

useful forum for the partners to discuss capacity issues and other constraints faced

in ESDP implementation. While the preparation phase is over, the improvement

process continues as an essential part of implementation of the ESDP.
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¢ The lack of policy dialogue between GOE and donors
Throughout the preparation process, the World Bank was able to have a very

prominentpolicy dialogue with the GoE. Other donors, however, felt left out of

this dialogue. For many this was a matter of major concern and was clearly unsat-

isfactory. This situation has since been partially resolved for the implementation

phase of the ESDP, and annual review meetings will serve as the principle forum

for policy dialogue between GOEand donor agencies. These discussions will take

place in conjunction with subsequent discussions and decisions on allocation of

funds within the programme. In addition, the ESDP Steering Committee, in which

four of the donor agencies are currently represented, and the now regularised

meetings between the Minister of Education and resident agency representatives,

provide additional opportunities for policy dialogue in between the annual reviews.

¢ Implementation arrangements for the ESDP and differences
in donor requirements

The area which was mostcontentious throughout the preparation process was

that of implementation, and in particular the financing of the programme. In hind-

sight, the almost unanimous view among the consultants and donor representa-

tives 1s that these issues should have been addressed more fully and muchearlier

in the process. It was also suggested that MOF and MEDACshould have been

involved from an earlier stage. However, this is a retrospective view and these

problems wererealised only gradually during the preparation process.

A related issue is that, to satisfy their own internal decision-making processes,

individual donors have different requirements concerning procedures and docu-

mentation. The World Bank is an exception in that it had already determined at an

early stage its own minimum requirements necessary for making decisions on

funding to the ESDP. Consequently much ofthe work ofthe sub-team dealing with

implementation issues has been geared to meeting the specific requirements of

the Bank. The representatives and consultants ofthe other agencies only belatedly

realised this fact and its implications for the ESDP preparation process. There has

therefore been insufficient appreciation of the requirements of the other partici-

pating donors for preparing, negotiating, and making decisions on their contribu-

tions to the ESDP. Oneofthe reasons maybe that many ofthe smaller donors have

very limited capacity in the emerging fields of expertise which are necessary to

meet the scope and nature of implementation arrangements in shifting towards a

sector wide approach. Another possible reason 1s that several donor agencies are

still undecided concerning their position on sector programmesupport, 1.e. they

are not yet able to state in concrete terms, what their minimum requirements for

participation in an SDP wouldbe.

¢ The ESDP moves into implementation in a_ situation
where differentiation among agencies prevails.

While most agencies are willing to be involved in a programme approachthere

are varying degrees of readiness to experiment with direct budgetary support, dis-
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bursed through the normal GOE finance channels (“Channel 1”). Some donors

have already indicated their willingness to provide such funding unconditionally;

others will use Channel 1 as long as their funds can be earmarked to specific pur-

poses, sub-sectors or activities. Others are taking a dual approach andsplitting

there funds between Channel | and other channels, while a few remain sceptical of

this approach and for the time being will continue their funding through existing

channels. This differentiation is partly a result of variation in the degree of flex-

ibility allowed by the different agencies’ existing regulations, and partly due to

their unwillingness to modify these towards a harmonised system. This is not an

issue which in itself threatens the ESDP, as the Ethiopian Government hasac-

cepted that such variations in approach will have to exist for some time to come.

However, the difficulty in setting up accountable systems satisfactory to all is

causing significant delays in the flow of funds.

¢ Delays in the provision of donor funding for the ESDP

This was clearly the main problem perceived by the Ethiopian side at the time

of writing, aggravated by the fact that implementation of the ESDP wasofficially

commenced by GOEin 1997. On the donorside, one of the major reasonsfor this

situation is what they perceive as lack of adequate financial management proce-

dures. There are also other outstanding issues that those donors considering fund-

ing through Channel 1 in particular still wish to continue discussing. These in-

clude the inadequacyofthe links between the ESDP and the macroeconomic pro-

gramming and Public Expenditure Review processes. Another concern is that the

ESDP and the Medium Term Expenditure Framework need to be brought closer

together and the operational modalities of the Education Account, auditing proce-

dures and the annual monitoring, reporting and planning cycle need further elabo-

ration.

The donor community has taken an initiative to address these issues in a Memo-

randum of Understanding, but has not reached a consensus with the Government

on the need for such a document. For GOE,the preference given to Channel 1 was

important as matter of principle during the preparation process, whereas at the

Regionallevel, a more pragmatic approach was predominant, emphasising the need

for prompt disbursement regardless of what channelis used.

¢ The needs for capacity building at all levels
This is probably the single most difficult remaining, unresolved issue. Percep-

tions of capacity needs in the MOE,the Central Agencies, the REBs, and among

donor agencies and their consultants differ widely. Consequently, there is dis-

agreement on the desirability and extent of using technical assistance (including

study tours and overseas training) to build capacity. There is also a divergence of

viewson the financing and managementofTA. This is reflected in the Programme

Implementation Manual, where the topic of TA is not included. Many of the Re-

gions and Central Agencies find the provision of TA, from outside their own bud-

gets and outside the total ESDP envelopeas an attractive proposition. They clearly
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expect that at least some of the donor agencies would continue to supply TA in

this manner.

As a way forward, GOE and a group ofdonors have proposed the establishment

of a joint TA fund for the ESDP and the Health SDP. At time ofwriting this had not

been decided and the issue remains largely unresolved.
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Lessons for ESDPs Elsewhere

General Considerations

Recognising the strongly context-boundand partly contingent nature of the com-

plex processes of preparing ESDPs, this section does not seek to formulate a

blueprint to be followed in other countries, but to rather to present a set of general

principles that would merit consideration at the commencement of such exer-

cises. In doing this, it is also possible to draw on existing comparative evidence

from other ESDPs in Africa ”.
The “Provisional guidelines” document of the meeting of Education experts of

the EU Commission and member states in November 1997 (p. 3-4) lists the re-

quirementsthat are “most likely to enable an ESDP tofulfil its objectives”. Among

these are:

* government ownership of program preparation and implementation,

* government-led coordination of donors,

¢ harmonisation of monitoring and reporting arrangements,

* programming in the context of the national budget, and

* programme managementdesigned around and strengthening existing sectoral

management.

Somewhat different formulations of basically the same list are found in other

documents describing SDPs. Asthese conditions are commonly conceived as de-

fining characteristics of SDPs, they become “most likely” preconditions for suc-

cess of the programmes. In other words, under for instance of weak government

ownership and coordination, a successful ESDP cannotbe produced. Thusfar there

are but a few ESDPs in process, and none of these can be said to have reached

conclusion. Existing evidence1s not yet sufficient to adequately measure whether

these criteria do indeed enable an ESDPto fulfil its goals or whether there are

others which are equally important to success.

In practice it is unlikely that existing cases can be adequately classified in

terms of “yes/no” on the above-mentioned criteria—instead, finer gradation in

their assessment is needed. As shownbythe findings of this study, the Ethiopian

ESDP is exemplary in Government ownership of the programme and strong in

 

9 The ADEA Working Group for Education Sector Analysis is during 1999 conducting a study of

partnerships between Ministries of Education and donor agencies in Burkina Faso, Ghana and

Mozambique. The results of the study will be publicized as part of the stocktaking exercise of

ADEA.Asexperience is gained from preparation and implementation of ESDPs in a growing

number of countries, it will become possible to conduct more comprehensive and systematic

comparative studies, enabling more nuanced conclusionson the factors that influence the degree

of success in translating the sector program approach into reality. See also Gould & Takala &

Nokkala 1998.



government-led coordination of donors, whereas on the other three criteria, it has

made significant progress, but still faces unresolved issues. Through analysis of

the views of the participants in the ESDP process in Ethiopia, this study has been

able to go beyond criteria of the above type and identify the kind of unresolved

issues and existing tensions that need to be dealt with in practice.

Also mentioned in the same EU documentis “adequate attention to institu-

tional and human capacity-building, with appropriate use of external techni-

cal assistance”. In this formulation, the principle is non-objectionable as such,

but leaves open the determination ofwhat 1s “adequate” and “appropriate”. Again,

the results of this study indicate that these issues can be highly contentious.

Education Policy Framework and Dialogue

¢ Scope of ESDPs
As regards the education policy framework, the Ethiopian ESDPistruly sec-

tor-wide in scope, whereas in other countries the ESDPsthat are being currently

being implemented, or are under preparation, are more confined in scope. Some

are confined to basic education (e.g. Ghana, Tanzania, Zambia) whereas others at

least exclude higher education (e.g. Mozambique). Achieving sufficient consen-

sus, both in the domestic political arena and between Governmentand donor agen-

cies, on the issues of vocational andtertiary education is much more demanding

than to work on the basis of the internationally well-established agenda for the

development of basic education!’. At the same time, once a truly sector-wide

programmehas been put into place, this should subsequently make the difficult

task of allocating financial resources easier to solve in the annual budgetary prepa-

rations of both Governmentand donors. It will also bring to the fore the need to

prioritise between different sub-sectors based on the acknowledgementofrelated

opportunity costs, within the limits of available resources, both during the prepa-

ration and during the implementation of the ESDP. A specific example of this,

whicharose during the Ethiopian ESDP, wasthe debate over the cost ofbuilding a

relatively small number of expensive TVET schools versus the numberofprimary

schools which could be built instead. All this 1s expected to reduce the likelihood

that intra-sectoral rivalries will complicate the implementation of the programme.

¢ Forum for participation in policy dialogue
An important factor influencing the nature of policy dialogue is that the finan-

cial contributions of the various donors differ considerably and this is likely to

result in varying amounts of influence in policy discussions. This has certainly

been the case thus far in Ethiopia. In countries following macro-economicstruc-

tural adjustment programmes, general policy conditionalities agreed on between

 

10 See Takala 1998; Gould & Takala & Nokkala 1998, p. 38.
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the Government and the World Bank/IMFare significant in framing educational

policy (e.g. a ceiling for public expenditure on education, the share of primary

education of total Government expenditure for the sector). To other agencies,

such parameters appear as given. As can be seen in Ethiopia this can lead to resent-

menton the part of those donors left out of the policy dialogue. The lesson would

appear to be that a forum for specifically discussing educational policy issues on

the basis of relevant professional experience should be part of the joint prepara-

tions for an ESDP. Therole ofall participating donorsin the policy dialogue needs

to be defined clearly to all at an early stage. As indications of desired earmarking

offunds by individual agencies are presently a meansofexerting leverage on policy

choices, a related issue is, to what extent such earmarking will continue parallel to

increasing provision of budget support.

The relationship between the ESDPprocess in each country (joint review mis-

sions and periodic review meetings) on the one hand,and the bilateral agencies’

internal decision-making processes and their negotiations with the respective

Government, on the other, needs further analysis and discussion.

Even after the initiation of ESDPs, the levels of funding available from bilat-

eral agencies will remain subject to parliamentary approval of annual budgets by

their own governments. The allocation of available funding between sectors will

remain to be negotiated between governments in a wider perspective than 1s pos-

sible in the context of individual sector programs

Organisation of the Preparation Process

¢ Roles in preparation
An overriding conclusion ofthe ESDP in Ethiopia, and one which westrongly

believe should apply elsewhere,is that consultants should not do the planning but

should support local planners in their work. This is the key for the process to

become a capacity development exercise both for those being advised and for

those providing the advice. The prerequisite for this to happen is that the local

planners perceive the planning responsibilities as their priority task and major

meansfor influencing their national education reform. They should not view this

task as additional to their “real” responsibilities, carried out merely to satisfy

donors. In Ethiopia this happened because the process was “owned”by the Gov-

ernmentprior to the donors becoming involved. Credit should also be apportioned

to the Mission leadership for supporting this ideal and planning the Mission ap-

proach accordingly.

It is also desirable to achieve a significant level of decentralised planning in

the preparation so as to spread ownership as widely as possible. In Ethiopia this

was achievedvery naturally because of the existing federal structure of the coun-

try. In other countries appropriate means of organising this will need to be found

whichfit with the Government structure of each country. It should also be noted
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that in Ethiopia this decentralisation only reached down as far as the Regional

level. Within someregions there are in fact zones which are significantly larger

than other regions. These were never involved in the ESDP planning process. The

question for any country embarking on an ESDPis: What is the lowest level of

administration that the ESDP planning process should reach downto?

The contributions from Government and from different agencies or their con-

sultants to the preparation of ESDPs will depend greatly on the evolving capaci-

ties of the different parties. Over time, the accumulation of technical capacities

to contribute to analysis and reporting in a sector programmecontext will makeit

easier to share and rotate these tasks.

¢ Mission leadership and collegial approach
The overwhelming message emanating from all parties concerned the excep-

tional atmosphere of cooperation and trust created during the Ethiopian ESDP

preparation missions. Many of the members of the Mission team were widely

experienced in project-related missions carried out in other countries yet the

majority thought this particular mission special in this respect. It 1s possible that

this atmosphere of cooperation is an accident of personnel selection. However,

given the numberofparticipants involved, it is more likely evidence ofthe impor-

tance of mission leadership and the advantages of a collegial approach. This is an

important lesson for future ESDPs.

Consultation of all participating agencies on the TOR of missions and of spe-

cial studies should becomeroutine. In addition, consistent sharing of background

information in advance among all members of these teams is important, as is ad-

equate briefing to newcomer mission members by the host MOE,and by their

respective agencies and the mission leader.

Ideally, the participants in other ESDP processes would also engage themselves

in self-reflection on the kind of issues that this study has addressed.

¢ Continuity of personnel and emerging areas of expertise

Continuity of core personnel on both sides of the partnership during ESDP

preparation is important for creation of trust and good working relationships.

Howevera certain amount ofturnover ofpersonnel 1s inevitable and serious atten-

tion needs to be given to the way in which newcomersare briefed. This briefing

should not only provide them with information, but should also inculcate them

into the existing ethos of the preparation team. The Governments and donor agen-

cies also need to engage as members of the preparatory missions both education

specialists and specialists in other relevant areas (e.g. economic analysis, public

sector reform, financial management, development of information systems, pro-

curement). It is also important that the education specialists participating in the

preparation of ESDPsare fully conversant with these other areas, which consti-

tute an essential element of the sector-wide approach. These needs have implica-

tions for the development of the respective capacities among Government and

agency personnel, and among consultants.
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¢ Arrangements for donor coordination during the preparation
process

The need to designate one or more of the participating donor agencies as a

“lead agency” or a “core group” during the preparation process has to be judged

case by case. If there is to be a lead agency or a core group, the implications of

such an arrangementfor the relationship between Government and agencies, and

for inter-agency relationships, should be made explicit. For some smaller donor

agencies, this kind of arrangementis the only option available for their participa-

tion in the process, as they lack sufficient resources to do otherwise. Under such

conditions, consultation on the division of roles and responsibilities 1s 1mpera-

tive, together with a mapping ofthe different technical strengths within each do-

nor agency. Simultaneously, for documentsthat are notjoint products (e.g. agency-

specific studies and appraisal reports), there needs to be consistent information-

sharing across agencies.

¢ Flexibility and orientation during the preparation process
Another lesson from the case of the Ethiopia ESDP 1s that there is a fine bal-

ance between pre-planning the necessary steps in the process (e.g. studies to be

undertaken and documents to be prepared) and being over-prescriptive early in the

process. On the one handthere 1s a need for local participants to be aware of the

tasks to be accomplished and to avoid “setting additional hurdles”as the prepara-

tions proceed. On the other hand, if the process is too tightly defined at the outset,

then the opportunities for these participants to be involved in the development of

the processitself are limited. At this stage they often lack the necessary experi-

ence to contribute judiciously. If anything it is better to accept less pre-planning

rather than risk stifling the opportunities for capacity development evident in an

evolving process. In any case, as demonstrated in the Ethiopian ESDP,it 1s un-

likely that it will be possible to completely predict the outcomes of such large-

scale preparations and an evolving process has many advantagesfor all to learn

from. Useful questions to be asked to ensure structure in the flexible process

include:

a What documents will be needed (and by whom) to define and recordthe strat-

egy and programmethat is developed?

a What documents will be needed as guidelines in implementation issues?

What documents will need to be regularly up-dated or rolled over to keep the

SDP current during implementation?

= How do the above documents relate (in content and preparation process) to

existing Governmentplanning, budgeting, accounting, progress and financial

reporting documents?

a Whowill be responsible for preparation of documentation—government,

donors or a mixture of both?
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a Whowill be responsible for the preparation of documents from the Govern-

ment side and do these people have sufficient existing experience and capac-

ity to perform this task? If not how will capacity be built during the process?

It 1s also important to realistically anticipate the time and amount of work

needed to complete the preparation process. In particular, estimation of the length

of the preparation process includes appreciation of the differing documentation

requirements of the donor agencies prior to decision-making. These measures

will help forestall unrealistic expectations regarding disbursement of donor funds

to the program.

Within such a broad framework, the preparation process needs to maintain flex-

ibility in structure and timing, in order to be able to adapt to unforeseen develop-

ments (e.g. changes of governmentin the host country, substantial changes in the

availability of funds from the major agencies, or more micro-level complications

in the process).

Harmonisation of ManagementProcedures

The ESDP in Ethiopia has been oneoffour “focal cases” which attempt to harmonise

the management procedures used by external funding agencies in their support to

sector development programs, initiated under the Special Program of Assistance

for Africa. These cases have presumably been chosen because the prevailing con-

ditions were deemedasrelatively favorable for success. The ensuing expectations

and commitments in the ESDPprocess in Ethiopia were at an exceptionally high

level, resulting in tangible achievements (aboveall, the analyses ofharmonisation

of periodic reporting, channelling of external funds, and the functions of bodies

established for monitoring ESDP implementation). These outcomes provide a

useful framework for identifying, analysing and discussing important issues that

need to be tackled in ESDPpreparations elsewhere. On the other hand, successful

pilot cases are often—as with the Ethiopian ESDP—characterised by a particular

dynamism amongthe participating actors, which is not repeated in every case.

The lesson here is that realism is needed in expectations regarding the

harmonisation of the different agencies requirements for management procedures

and the way in which these can be integrated into Governmentstructures, espe-

cially in relation to financial management. It seemsto be relatively simple to

harmonise monitoring and progress reporting, and move towardsjointly conducted

reviewsand evaluations.

It is worth emphasising that harmonisation ofthese is a relevant objective even

when operating in the “project mode”. It 1s advisable to see harmonisation and

integration as a medium-term process, which will pass through a sequence oftran-

sitional forms as implementation arrangements move from the project mode to-

wards an “ideal” sector program approach. Progress will require a considerable

amountof flexibility from the different actors in negotiating and monitoring the

different arrangements, and would be facilitated by maintaining a “pioneering”
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attitude, 1.e. willingness to take risks, and to admit possible mistakes and learn

from them.

In a similar vein, other recent analyses ofthe SDP approach"! have emphasised

that this approach should not be seen as a new generation blueprint for develop-

ment cooperation, as has tended to happen with the codification of guidelines for

design and monitoring in the project approach. This recurrent message notwith-

standing, there 1s a risk that the donor agencies’ representatives or their consult-

ants, who have beeninvolved with the preparation ofthe Ethiopian ESDP, will wish

to apply this experience too directly and too literally to ESDPs elsewhere, e.g. for

intellectual and procedural convenience. In such cases, the partner Governments

may not be well informed of this experience, and may find the generalised ap-

proach too intrusive. In addition, the expectations regarding the pace and smooth-

ness of program preparation may become overoptimistic. As a counterbalance to

the above-mentioned risk, there is a need for a forum for African Ministries of

Education to share their experiences of ESDPs and possibly formulate a set of

commonly accepted principles for dealing with funding agenciesin the context of

sector programmes. Such discussion was initiated under the auspices ofADEA in

1998.

 

ll e.g. Cassels & Janovsky 1997; Gould & Takala & Nokkala 1998.
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Annex 1— Points for Discussion

with Regional Representatives

1. Reflection on ESDP process—major achievements and problems as seen by

the Regions

2. Initiation of ESDP, 1994-96

a What role did the regions play in developing policy documents

= Were consulted in decision to take programme approach

m= Whendid they become aware ofthis?

a What information did they receive?

3. Structure and Organisation

m choice and adequacy of technical components

=m management & implementation including: reporting formats, financial

managementsystems, governance/joint steering committee, regionalsteer-

ing committees

conduct of missions

guidelines given to then regions from Centre and from Mission

products expected

structure of documents

4. Timing

= scheduling,

m time pressures

m deadlines etc

5. Participation

= Who was involved

= At what level

= Whocontributed to documents

= What information was given to Zones / woredas

6. Roles and Responsibilities

= relationships; centre/regions, regions/mission, centre/mission

m= how wasthe mission percetved—as WB team,as donorreps, as individu-

als or what

= how much freedom were regions given and how muchdirection was given

from the centre
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10.

Budgeting and Financial Management

How did Regionsprepare budgets

What were the consequences of mission requests for reformating of bud-

gets

Have they been informed of new systems

a What will they be the effects of new systems

m Have they been adequately consulted, specifically on preferences concern-

ing the channels

Whatproblemsare they facing

= Do they think that more attention should have be given to these issues

earlier

How muchflexibility do they now haveasa result of the ESDP

Project Outcomes

Howuseful do they find the PAP and PIM?

What improvements would they like to these documents

Expected changes 1n the provision ofaid.

Other Issues
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Annex 2— Education Sector
Developments in Ethiopia

~94— P96

Prepared by Ato Girma Asfaw, Ato Zewdu Desta
and Ato Tesfaye Kelemework

Background

May 1991 markedthe end of the three decades of internal war andcivilstrife that

brought the Transitional Governmentinto powerin July 1991. It is generally agreed

today that the peace dividend accompanied by the commitmentofthe new govern-

mentto rectify the social and economic problems of the society paved the ground

for a decisive shift of budget allocation from defense spending, which has been

heavily curtailed, to economic and social sector development.

To this effect, the first concrete steps undertaken by the new government were

the adoption of far reaching political, economic and social reforms that ranged

from a National Charter that fully complies with the Universal Declaration of

HumanRights of the United Nations to the formulation of reflective and compre-

hensive economic andsocial policies. The Transitional Governmentreplaced the

previously centrally planned economy with a market-oriented economy. The Tran-

sitional Economic Policy advocated a reduced role of the state in the economy;

promotion of the private sector in economic development; popular participation

in the development process; security of land tenure 1n peasant agriculture; and the

right to sell agricultural produce at market prices. The Transitional Economic Policy

set out four immediate priorities. These were:

= rehabilitation of regions affected by drought and war;

restoration of damaged and destroyed infrastructure;

special focus on neglected regions; and

reorganisation of institutions in line with the new economic policy.

The Transitional Government of Ethiopia also redrew the country’s internal

regional boundaries on the basis of present and historic patterns of ethnic group

settlement. This regionalisation didn’t stop at redefining regions, but included

complete federalisation of government responsibilities. This gave autonomy in

collection and allocation of revenues, as well as in the management and adminis-

tration of the provision of basic social services at Regional, Zonal and Woreda

levels.



Besides the liberalisation of the economy and regionalisation, social sector

polices have also been formulated on women, population, health, disaster

prevention and preparednessas well as education. These social policies were en-

dorsed as they were imperative to translate into practice the following broad Na-

tional Objectives of the socio-economic reform package:

= Establishing peace andstability in the country;

= Bringing rapid economic growth;

= Meeting basic needs of the population and reducing poverty; and

= Giving priority to the disadvantaged and neglected areas in the expansion of

social and physical infrastructure and other development, and to protect the

environment.

The processes which were undertaken to formulate the sectoral policies de-

manded rigorous consultations among various stakeholders. Thus, the following

is an overview of the Education and Training Policy formulation that was un-

dertaken in 1993 and 1994.

The Formulation of the Ethiopian Education and Training

Policy

When the new Government cameinto power the Ethiopian education system was

suffering from multifaceted problems which also prevailed during the previous

two regimes. The main encounters were related to the issues of relevance, quality,

equity and accessibility. Besides this, the curriculum and the teaching-learning

process were foundto be inadequate in developing the necessary knowledge, cog-

nitive power, abilities, skills and attitudes in students so as to help them prepare

themselves for productive life and further education.

Inadequate facilities, insufficient training of teachers, shortage of books and

other teaching materials all indicate the low quality of education provided. On top

of the above mentioned problems, beginning towards the end years of the Derg

period, enrolment was decreasing, which is thought to be attributed to the pro-

longed effects ofwar andinstability created during the change ofgovernment. The

following table pictures vividly the decreasing trend recorded between 1988/89

and 1992/93, particularly at primary level.

In the light of the above mentioned educational problems, it has become im-

perative for the Ethiopian Governmentto design an appropriate education andtrain-

ing policy that gives insight for the overall educational development. Hence, tech-

nical groupings, comprised of appropriate individuals with the necessary experi-

ence andtraining and from various institutions, were formed to study key educa-

tional issues and come up with policy recommendations.

The central task force formed was coordinated by the Prime Minister’s Of-

fice. It was composed of eleven members and included six team leaders dealing

with the various policy issues indicated below:
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Gross Enrolment Ratio at Primary (1-6) Level
(1985/86 -— 1993/94)
 

Year Gross Enrolment Ratio
1985/86 37.4
1986/87 40.8
1987/88 41.9
1988/89 40.3
1989/90 36.5
1990/91 32.7
1991/92 26.5
1992/93 23.1
1993/94 27.5
 

a Curriculum andresearch;

= Teachertraining, teaching methods, including professional development and

working conditions of teachers;

= Educational measurement and evaluation;

= Language in education;

= Educational organisation, management and finance; and

= Educational materials and support inputs.

In order to assess the above issues a technical committee and six study teams

were formed. The study teams were formed from various development ministries,

research organisations, the teachers’ association and institutions of higher learn-

ing. All in all, forty national organisations and three hundred experts havepartici-

pated in the study. Moreover, public consultation on the draft policy document

wasdoneat central, regional, zonal, Woreda and schoollevels throughout the coun-

try. For instance, schools in Addis Ababa were closed for a day to discuss the ETP.

In this regard we think the ETP is an outcomeof a public debate which addressed

the basic educational problems.

It is also possible to draw similarity between the New Education and Training

Policy and the Education Sector Review of 1972. The previous Education Sector

Review Study which was done during the Emperor’s Era (1972) had been managed

by organising 14 task forces and five small working groups as prime movers.

Membership of the groups totaled 81, of which 51 were Ethiopians drawn from

the Haile Selassie I University (currently AAU); the Ministries of Education, Ag-

riculture and Community Development; the planning Commission and other gov-

ernment agencies. Foreign members were residents of Ethiopia working for in-

ternational organisations such as UNESCO, ILO, the Ford Foundation and the

Harvard University Development Advisory Service. Unfortunately, although it had

been a rigorous policy development exercise the change of government in 1974

aborted its implementation.
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Planning Exercises Carried out by MoEPrior to the
Formulation of the Education Sector Financing

Programme

After the Government had endorsed the New Education and Training Policy,

the Ministry of Education undertook two planning exercises. The first endeavor

of MoEresulted in an Education Master Plan of Ethiopia that envisaged guiding

the progress ofEducation in line with the Policy within a 20 year time span (1994/

95 — 2016/17). The Master Plan, which targeted a minimum enrolmentof 80 per-

cent of primary school age children after two decades, was circulated in March

1994.
Thereafter, in December 1994 the Ministry of Education prepared the second

draft of the Master Plan of Ethiopian Education and a short term plan entitled

“Short Term Ethiopian Education Plan: Major Intervention With Focus on Pri-

mary Education”. MoE’s second undertaking (Short Term Education Plan) prima-

rily focused on the various activities needed to be implemented in a five year

period in order to translate the ideals of the Education and Training Policy into

practice. Besides this, it attempted to show the financial requirements of the dif-

ferent components ofprimary education. This Short Term Education Plan wasdis-

cussed in the Annual Education Conference held at Awassa in December 1994.

The Master Plan of Ethiopian Education dealt with General Education,1.e., pre-

primary, primary, secondary, non-formal, technical and vocational and special edu-

cation while the Short Term Plan focused on primary education. As a result, both

documents were not comprehensive.

Later on, the two above mentioned documents, though useful as background

materials, were not considered to be complete and up to the required standard by

PMO.In this regard, the PMO commissioned a competent National Consultant to

prepare the Education Sector Investment Programme in June 1995. This coin-

cides with the endorsement of a programmeapproach by the government.

The Education Sector Development Programme (ESDP)

The assistance Ethiopia has acquired to develop its education system in the past

few decades, which cameas a result of various multilateral and bilateral coopera-

tion, was handled in the project oriented approachline.

However, the recently developed Ethiopian Education Sector Development

Programme (ESDP) envisaged pursuing the country’s education developmentef-

forts on the basis of a sectoral programme approach rather than the traditional

project approach.

In this regard it becomesessential to indicate first and foremost how and why

sectoral programming waspreferred to the project approach.
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¢ A Shift from Project Approach to a Sector-Wide Approach

Asper the discussion with the appropriate PMO personnel, the discussion about

shifting from a project approach to a programme approach wasactually initiated

by the political leadership of the Transitional Government. According to the in-

formation acquired from PMO,two majorsituations influenced the move, namely:

liberalisation of the economy hadstarted to pay-off; and Government acceptance

of Global Social Development Strategies endorsed in various international circles

and in which Ethiopia actively participated.

Looking into the level of the country’s economic development, in relation to

sets of basic social problems that require serious governmentattentions, educa-

tion and health were identified as the first top priorities for Sector Development

Programmeinitiatives. Subsequently and as indicated above, MoE developed a 20

year Education Master Plan and a five year short term plan in March and Decem-

ber 1994 respectively.

Moreover, since 1969 the term “programmeapproach’has not been new, espe-

cially in the context of United Nations Development Cooperation. Particularly,

the 1991 UNDP’s fourth country programmeevaluation is thought to have influ-

enced Ethiopia to change from project to a programme/ sectoral programmeap-

proach.

In this regard the document that came out in 1995 from the Ministry of Exter-

nal Economic Cooperation (MEEC) expoundsthe case as follows.

“The Government’s decision to adopt a programme approach

to development stems from the results of evaluations of donor

assistance, and of the negligible impact of external assistance

on developmentin the country. The consensus reached in these

evaluations 1s that developmentassistance should be provided

within a coherent national framework, in order to avoid unnec-

essary fragmentation and duplication of efforts.”

The majorpitfalls of the project approach discerned by the evaluation of the

UNDP Fourth Country Programme in 1991 were reflected as follows:

= the large number of uncoordinated activities constituted a serious burden on

government, draining rather than strengthening national capacity;

= developmentassistance was too diffuse and impact was difficult to measure

due to the project-driven nature and the absence of programme-level indica-

tors;

m= the proliferation of donor-driven projects led to an unnecessary duplication

of activities and a wasteful use of scarce resources;

= too many projects increased the management burden on governmentto the

extent that the government was no longer able to exercise proper leadership

for aid coordination;

m= the unnecessary emphasis accorded to internal logic in project design often

turned out to be to the detriment of the project impactat the institutional and

national levels;
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m= the lack of participation and focus of development assistance on the direct

beneficiaries limited their impact and compromised sustainability; and

= the administrative demands arising from the approval process of different

donorprojects, involving different procedures and structures for design, ap-

proval, implementation, reporting, monitoring, review, and evaluation was a

cumbersome burden on both donors and governmentalike. This demand di-

verted attention from the more substantive issues relating to the impact of

donor assistance on the target beneficiaries.

The Education Sector Development Programme (ESDP) whichis the logical

outcome ofthe New Education and Training Policy (NETP) evolved during UNDP’s

Fifth Country Programme (1993-1997). Taking the coincidence of the adoption

of a programmeapproach by the government and the commissioning of the prepa-

ration of the ESDP, one can safely argue, at least at conceptual level, that the

UNDP’sinfluence on shifting from a project approach to a sectoral programme

approach1s significant.

¢ Preparation of the ESDP Document
In 1995 the PMO commissioned a national consultant to study a public invest-

ment programme in the education sector. The principal objective of the study, as

defined in the Terms ofReference, was to develop a programmeandindicate areas

of governmentintervention in the development of education over a five year pe-

riod, covering the years 1995/96 — 1999/2000 (later to be changed to cover 1997/

98 — 2001/02 as the preparation took a longer time).

From the discussion with the consultant it was learnt that he alone prepared the

Education Sector Development Programme, even if the TOR indicated the job to

be done by a team of consultants under his supervision.

In addition, the consultant made clear that he principally utilised secondary

data which was produced by the MoE inthe recent past (1993 — 1995). He also

tended to say what he did wasstreamlining the two planning documents of MoE

since they were not coherent and up to standard. The consultant did not go for

field visits out of Addis Ababa, but interviewed and discussed various educational

issues with a number of MoEofficials and experts.

According to his schedule, the consultant commenced the undertaking in June

1995, submitted the first draft of ESDP in August 1995 andthe final report to the

PMOin September 1995. In general, the consultant’s work was commended.

The 76 page final study report of the ESDP submitted to the PMO is divided

into six sections. The first section is the introduction, followed by an overview of

the education system in terms of the main quantitative indicators of educational

development. It includes a discussion of problems and constraints. Thereafter, an

outline of the major components of the educational development is presented in

section 3, followed by the presentation, in section 4, of an investment programme

during the next five years along with the financial requirement for implementation
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of the programme. The implementation strategy of the programme and the con-

clusion are presented in sections 5 and 6 of the report respectively.

About one year after the receipt of the final report, the PMO approachedthe

World Bank Resident Mission for technical assistance to edit, polish and, if nec-

essary, to abridge the 76 page document. Accordingly,the first abridged draft came

out in October 1996 to be followed in November 1996 by the final version. It is

this final version (abridged to 27 pages by the World Bank) that was officially

circulated to the December 10-12, 1996 meeting of the Consultative Group.

¢ The Role of MoE and PMOin Developing the ESDP
Document

In the development of the different educational policy documents that came

out in the last six years, MoE and the Social and Administration Sub-Sector of

PMO worked in close cooperation and consultation with various beneficiaries.

These include REB’s, Higher Education Institutions and other stakeholders that

are related or interested in one way or another with the development of education

and training 1n the country. Some international organisations such as Sida, UNDP,

UNESCO,etc. were also following the policy development exercise closely and

they were forwarding their comments and views to MoE.In this regard the Social

and Administration sub-sector of PMO played important roles in mobilising and

coordinating the various stakeholders which could have been a difficult job for

MoE.Onthe other hand, almost all technical undertakings carried out during the

policy formulation process were handled by MoE,of course, in collaboration with

various parties mentioned earlier.

However, with regard to the preparation of the ESDP documentin particular,

which wasdoneby a consultant between June 1995 and September 1996,the prin-

cipal actor was the Social and Administration Sub-Sector of PMO. MoEplayed a

collaborative role by providing the necessary information to the consultant. The

review of the study was also done by PMO.

¢ Other Policy Studies vis-a-vis ESDP

The Public Expenditure Review (PER)
The Public Expenditure Review (PER) is a World Bank lead exercise started in

1994. The discussion with the officials of the Ministry of Finance has revealed

that this exercise is a requirement by the Bank for every country which is under-

going a Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP). The Public Expenditure Review

(PER) process in Ethiopia is an ongoing exercise (with one each year) and five

PERshavealready been carried out since 1994. The reports of the first four PERs

have been published while the draft report of the fifth PER has been completed.

However, in this report we attempt to show a glimpse ofPER I and II as they were

produced before the 1996 CG meeting.
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Thefirst Public Expenditure Review (PER I), which was completed in October

1994, reviewed the Government’s new economic policy and sector development

strategies, and assessed the progress made in reorienting the Government’s ex-

penditure policies in the light of the new policy. PER I recommendedthat, along

with the reorientation of expenditures towards the social services and infrastruc-

ture programmes, future budgets must ensure that essential activities within the

sectors be adequately funded. Specific measures were agreed upon with the Gov-

ernment. Of these measures, increased overall allocation of the recurrent budget

in education to supply materials (from 6% to 9%) rather than wages andsalaries,

with particular focus on primary education, was one.

The second Public Expenditure Review (PERII), completed in May 1995,ex-

tended the work donein the first PER by reviewing the additional progress made

by the Governmentin further deepening its expenditure priorities. It also addressed

progress on regional decentralization in Ethiopia and associated implementation

capacity-related issues. PER I] recommendedtheinstituting ofa three-year “Rolling

Plan”both for the recurrent and capital budget. Indicative benchmarks for opera-

tion and maintenance expenditures in priority sectors, 1.e. in primary education

and primary health, agricultural extension and road maintenance.

The PHRDStudies

PHRD studyfindings (e.g. Demand and Supply ofEducation Manpower:Alter-

native Scenarios; Access and Supply of Education Facilities; Cost and Finance of

Education; Household Demand for Schooling; Cost Effectiveness of Key Inputs

to Education Private and Social Return to Schooling, etc.) were made available in

September 1996 just one month before the first abridged draft of the ESDP docu-

ment or only after one year following the 76 page original document.

From the interview conducted with the lead consultant who workedonthe origi-

nal ESDP document and the time interval between the studies and even the first

abridged draft of the ESDP documentit is evident that the finding of the PHRD

study in no way contributed towards the former. This is further evidenced by the

fact that both the ESDP document and PHRD studies quoted MOEand the REBs

as a data base. Yet, one cannot ignore the contribution of the various PHRD stud-

ies in the subsequent development of the regional and central plans and the

programmeaction plan after the March 1997 SIP workshop at Debre Zeit.
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